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Tired of excuses from "third party" synchronizer compa-
nies? Studer, the world's premier tape transport maker, now
offers two new intelligent SMPTE/EBU bus controllers.

SC 4008: Dedicated and Expandable - The basic SC 4008
system controls four audio, video or film machine transports
via Studer TLS 4000 synchronizers. For more sophisticated
applications, an optional expansion board extends SC 4008
control to as many as eight machines. The operating panel
has a full array of dedicated keys logically grouped accord-
ing to function.

Optional features include take count -down unit, VITC
reader/translator, video character inserter, and event con-
troller with outputs to trigger up to 10 additional non -
synchronous sources.

SC 4016: Soft Alternative to Hard Production Tasks-
The SC 4016 top panel shows a radical departure from the
SC 4008 concept. Instead of dedicated keys, the SC 4016
employs eight "soft keys" with internal alphanumeric LED

Machine
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from
a

Machine
Maker

displays. The software menu assigns functions to the keys
according to selected system mode, and keys are automati-
cally re -labelled to indicate currently assigned function.

The SC 4016 controls up to 16 synchronous transports,
providing complete control (including shuttle and cue func-
tions where applicable) as well as comprehensive machine
status displays. Master and slave machine designations may
be re -programmed at any time. And, for advance EDL prepa-
ration, the SC 4016 provides floppy disc data exchange with
personal computers.

In Sync with Swiss Tuning - Studer system controllers are
made in Switzerland, the country famous for being in con-
trol and precisely on time. Every time. For more information
on Studer system controllers, please contact your nearest
Studer office.

STUDER nAYC5M
STUDER REVOX AMERICA, INC
1425 Dn. Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 3721Q (615) 254-5651

Offices' Los Angeles (818) 790-4234/New Nbrk (212) 244-4482/
Chicago (312) 526 169YDalles (214) 943-2239
San Francisco (415) 930-9886
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C7R124, CTR34 and CTR14 shown

The Dynamax® CTR30 Series
Our latest recorder has three decks

The DYNAMAX CTR30 Series of Three
Deck Recorder/Reproducers is loaded with
innovations. A built-in constant current
recorder standard equipment on every unit.
A unique trouble free motor that never
needs adjustment Proven CTR10 electronics.
Audio switcher and mixer. Three cue tones.
Independent removable decks, each
equipped with a cleaning switch. And

serviceability so simple you'll never need
our super service.
Production studio, newsroom or on -air
workhorse, the DYNAMAX family gives
you the features you need at a price you
can afford. Find out why DYNAMAX is fast
becoming the world's leading name in
cartridge machines. Call Fidelipac or your
authorized DYNAMAX Distributor.

Fidelipac Corporation  P.O. Box 808  Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A  609-235-3900  TELEX: 710-897-0254  Toll Free 800 -HOT TAPE

DYNAMAX products are designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.
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Meetourb
Half -inch has just advanced a mile. Your suggestions and our

experience were combined to create a superior form of Betacam
Betacam SP:"

It delivers improved picture signal-to-noise. Four channels of
high quality audio. And choices.

For great performance choose economical oxide tape. For
superior performance choose metal particle tape.

Sony Communicotions Products Company, Broodcast Products Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck NJ 07666. 5 1987 Sony Corporation of America.
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And if you already own Betacam, you have the

option of upgrading at your own speed. Because
Betacam and Betacam SP are compatible. And that's
a choice even your accountant will love.

For more information on the new line of Betacarn
products, contact your Sony Broadcast representative.
Or call Sony at (201) 833-5231. SON -y
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Ink'
Brian Sanderson, Sound Designer
Chanhassen Dinner Theatres

Brian Sanderson has been using Telex intercom equipment in each of the four theatres
at the nationally acclaimed CHANHASSEN DINNER THEATRES complex for several
years now. When "A Chorus Line", with hundreds of difficult stage and lighting cues,
was recently added to its main theatre, Chanhassen upgraded the system to include
a multi -channel master switchboard. "I can't imagine doing the show without the Telex
Audiocom", Brian said, adding "I depend on it to provide a vital link between the
house board and backstage".

The new Phase 2 Telex Intercom systems are uniquely flexible. You can start with
the simplest two-party communication system and expand easily to a director con-
trolled multi -channel network.

For complete details telephone or write to: Telex Communications, Inc.
9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420 0 Telephone (612) 887-5550

AUDIOCOM
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WHEN YOU KNOW EQUIPMENT BEST,

YOU CAN BUILD SYSTEMS BEST.

Video Systems
designed, engineered,

serviced
by

SYSTEMS

At Camera
Mart, we get the latest state -of -the -science

equipment first.

Because we rent and sell them first.

So we get to know which components are best-so that we can

design, engineer, build and install the video system
that's best for you.

Whether your system is a simple off-line unit or a complex broadcast

studio, you ore our total support and a complete "turn -key" operation.

What's more, since we're not compelled to "push" any particular

manufacturer,
we can recommend what equipment

will work for you-

within your budget.

Come, design a system with us. The best,

Camera Mart. Inc.

The
SALES SERVICE

RENTAL

Headquarters,New
York

California

456 West 55th
Street, New York 16019

1900 W Burbank
Blvd.. Burbank,

(212) 757-5977

CA 91506 (818) 843-6644

Telex 275619/FAX
(212) 582-2498
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Introducing the Model 200.

A powerful production switcher
that won't wipe you out.
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The new Model 200 Production Switcher.
1\w! mix -effects, 20 -_-_Iputs, five powerful keyers, an incredibly intwaike wipe systurt,

:tine color matte generators and an EMEM® Effects Memory Stem.
More power than you ever thought possible for less than $41),1:00.

Grass Valley Group

1-116 GRASS VA .114r GROUP, P.O. Res 1111 - Grass Valley. CA 9391A USA - Telephone (916) 9711-3(N00 - IWL 1.1.)1M
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The image was created by Brian
Bram, design director at Boston
Post Production, using an Ampex
AVA-3 paint system. Bram notes,
"The lighting effects were
achieved with four-way grada-
tions as well as airbrushing. The
dimensional computer screen was
created using the perspective fea-
tures in the pasteup mode." The
artwork was imaged by Ron
Scott Photography in Houston.
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Editorial

"The Commission
now plans to
implement a

`random check' of
applicants who

check the 'yes' box."

8 8M -/E MAY 1987

Financial Disclosure
As part of the discussion on station trading, the three-year rule, and
other licensing considerations, financial disclosure has been hotly
debated. Forcing applicants to prove financial stability is, on the
surface, a good idea since it weeds out those who are not seriously in
pursuit of the broadcast license, but rather some kind of buy-out fee.
It also precludes unnecessary paper processing by the FCC since, in
theory, financial disclosure was meant to cut down on the sheer
number of applicants.

The operative term here is "in theory," since it really hasn't
worked that way. There has been no shortage of applicants for any
broadcast license, and the extra paperwork involved with examining
credit statements and other financial data provided by applicants
actually increased materials processing time at the FCC. The forms
were then changed wherein the applicant could simply check a
box-yes or no-as to whether or not he was qualified financially to
undertake the broadcast licensees responsibilities.

The problem, of course, here is that anyone can check the "yes"
box and hope for the money to come in later, or pray that the real
players will buy out one's interest in the license. The FCC has now
come up with what they believe to be a solution for ridding the
overburdened processing staff of such pretenders. The Commission
now plans to implement a "random check" of applicants who check
the "yes" box.

The FCC is doing the right thing now in trying to streamline its
own operation and not requiring major proof of financial stability of
broadcast license applicants. Instead the Commission is
implementing a random checking of the certification applicants give
as to their ability to undertake the financial burdens of obtaining
and maintaining a broadcast facility. This accomplishes both goals:
the elimination of paperwork, and the prevention of unqualified
applicants.

This seems the only fair way to achieve the proper balance
necessary between regulating a "deregulated" industry and
permitting broadcasters to use a sensible form of license application.
No legitimate contender should have problems with this method
since, if he is qualified, he will pass the check. If the applicant does
not have the necessary financial strength then, presumably, he will
not file, or if he does he runs the risk of getting caught at a federal
crime for which the punishment is fairly steep. If you want to know
how steep, go ahead and try it.

Seems fair to me.

Tim Wetmore
Editor



Pound for pound, Sony
videotape is the toughest
you can buy.

One word sums up everything we tries
to achieve with V1 -K one-incri videotape:
durability.

It was perfected for the
world where rugged depenc-
ability counts every bit as mt_ch
as dazzling picture quality.

Its strength comes from
a truly tough, cross -linked
binder system, a very
strong adhesive base film
and our carbon black anti-
static back coating.

This durable founda-
tion protects an ultrafine
Vivax'" magnetic particle

formulation, which delivers astonishing
picture quality higher stabili y and opti-
mum S/N ratio.

Amazingly enough, V1-1.: also has
the lowest headwear rate of any major one -
inch videotape. Our efforts hale bend: tted
BCT Betacam and the BRK U-matic video-

cassettes, too, with trouble -free still
fran-ie editing, totally reliable
repeated playback and worry -free
long-term storage.

So, after all, Sony professional
videotape is just like any other
Sony: standard -s ?.tting video
and audio with a "tough as

nails" reputation. That's why
it's the only videotape you

can treat like a Sony.

SONY
THE ONE AND ONLY

© 1986 Sony Corporation of Arn3rica Sony Vivax, &-tacam, U -mans and The One and Dnly are trademarks of Sony
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Industry News
26,000 View New
Computer Graphics
Trends at NCGA
Although the computer graphics
and video industries have been
trying to converge for years, there
is no better proof that they are
still on equal, but only parallel,
tracks than the back-to-back
scheduling of NAB and the Na-
tional Computer Graphics Associ-
ation (NCGA) shows this year.
Only a very few manufacturers
(the most notable were Cubicomp,
Alias, Wavefront, and Symbolics)
had the resources to do both shows
so close together. And few attend-
ees who were planning to visit
Dallas beginning March 28 both-
ered with the Philadelphia show
that ended only one day earlier.

Ironically, the NCGA's annual
video gala-presenting awards
for the best computer animation
in categories ranging from corpo-
rate communication to science
and industry, and including the-
atrical-this year offered an
award for the best broadcast com-
puter animation. First place was
taken by Robert Abel and Asso-
ciates for an ABC logo and second
place by Pacific Data Images for
its CBS Daytime Special-though
few broadcasters were on hand to
witness the ceremony.

As usual, however, there were a
number of developments at
NCGA that may have an impact
on TV graphics-if not immedi-
ately then certainly within the
next few years. Most significant of
these was the announcement of a
new Silicon Graphics worksta-
tion, the IRIS 4D/60, that offers
an enormous range of real-time
computer animation capabilities
(including mouse -driven control
of light sources, object rotation,
viewing angle, and so forth) in a
hardware package priced at only
$74,900 (applications software
from third -party vendors is not in-
cluded). In frame -by -frame ren-
dering applications the machine
renders more than 40 benchmark
frames per hour.

The heart of the new
workstation technology is a 7
MIPS (million instructions per
second) RISC CPU that operates

A proud quintet displays their awards at the BM/E Best Sta-
tion and Facility Design Competition cocktail party on the eve-
ning of Sunday, March 29, in the grand ballroom of Dallas's
Adolphus Hotel. The party is held during each NAB convention,
and caps BM/E's annual competition recognizing excellence in
management, design, and engineering in radio, television, and
teleproduction. Winning stations/facilities are selected by a
BM/E readers' poll.

Receiving the awards for 1986 were (from left): Dennis Lowe,
chief engineer, KMVT-TV, Twin Falls, ID; Ken Chambliss, presi-
dent, Video Tape Associates, Atlanta; Roy Pressman, chief engi-
neer, WLVE-FM, Miami; John Stuart, president, KV00-AM, Tulsa;
and Tom Bohannon, chief engineer, WDBO-AM/WWKA-FM,
Orlando.

Your station or facility could be this year's winner. Watch for
an announcement in an upcoming issue of BM/E, or send a
postcard with your station's call letters/facility's name, address,
and the name of the person to be contacted to: BM/E Maga-
zine, Best Station Contest, 295 Madison Avenue, New York, NY
10017. Contest rules and entry information will be mailed out in
August.

seven times faster than a VAX
11/780. This, coupled with the
parallel processing graphics ar-
chitecture, allows the real-time
processing of 4,500 100 -pixel poly-
gons per second, including smooth
shading and hidden surface re-
moval. The system also incorpo-
rates full -color paint capability.

Silicon Graphics workstations
are already well established in
the computer animation market,
forming the hardware platform
for advanced 3D modeling and
animation software from compa-
nies such as Alias and Wavefront,
as well as Neo-Visuals (the 3D
system now offered by 3M under
the name Specter). Those wanting
to improve on rendering speed,

however, were forced to invest in
an additional high-speed graphics
engine such as the Pixar Image
Computer (an extra $70,000 to
$80,000).

With the 4D/60's new real-time
capabilities, however, large -mar-
ket broadcasters as well as
teleproduction facilities can now
experience not only an interactive
working environment for viewing
the models and animation, but
also a far more cost-effective pro-
cess for turning out finished work:
the new SGI workstation comes
fully equipped to output NTSC
video directly to a VTR.

Deliveries of the unit to third -
party software vendors such as
Alias and Wavefront are sched-

10 BM/E MAY 1987



The S-1 Flyaway -
Another Midwest
Innovation

It's the world's first hi -performance,
truly portable Ku -band satellite
uplink. Each of the 13 A.T.A. ap-
proved cases weighs less than 100
pounds, and the complete system
conforms to international baggage
regulations. Checked as excess bag-
gage. the S-1 arrives when you
arrive. Economically.
The system utilizes a Vertex 1.8M
offset -fed antenna with a transmit
gain of 46.6 dbi. This precision, alu-
minum surfaced reflector antenna
meets the 29-25 log 0 FCC 2° spac-
ing curves.
Two STS phase combined power
amplifiers provide fail-safe redun-
dancy and plenty of reserve power.
And an Intelsat -approved exciter

Performance
and
Portability

with half and full transponder trans-
mit capabilities allows you to oper-
ate on any available satellite system.
The S-1 can be set up fast, on-line
in less than 30 minutes. And the
S -1's modular electronics make
system repair or replacement in the
field easy.
Video and audio control and mon-
itoring equipment are included in
the standard S-1 package. Options
include a 2 -way communications
channel, and an international
receive configuration is available.
The S-1 is also easily adaptable for
data transmission. Contact Midwest
for complete information.
The S-1 Flyaway from Midwest.
Built to perform. Packaged to go . . .

anywhere.

MIDMESr
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Communications Corp.
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606-331-8990



Industry News

uled to begin shortly.
Ranging from the grandeur of a

real-time 3D graphics processor to
the more practical reality of PC -
based graphics, the show also saw
the introduction of the Vista
board from AT&T-a high -resolu-
tion (1024 x 1024 x 32 bits to 2048
x 2048 x 16 bits) "big brother" of
the Targa.

Fully NTSC and PAL compat-
ible, the 32 -bit graphics processor
board also incorporates four mega-

bytes of video RAM (this is expand-
able to 12 MB with an additional
board) and four 8 -bit channels for
instant, full -color video capture.
Working at typical video resolu-
tion of 512 x 512 with 32
bits/pixel, the memory can thus be
divided into four pages, suitable
for limited animation effects. The
AT&T Vista board, which can be
plugged into either the AT&T PC
6310 or IBM AT and compatibles,
is list priced at $5,995.

Timesaver

telwm ;Z.;
research V

TCR 680

The TCR 680 SMPTE Time Code Reader/Inserter

Here's the perfect time and
worksaving way to make a
copy of your master tape -
with time code displayed
in the picture for efficient
off-line edit decision -
making.

Its highly portable design

makes the TCR 680 ideal
for all location work, and an
invaluable tool for precise
editing.

Don't waste time! Call us
for the name of your local
dealer. The TCR 680. It's
about time.

telt= AM'
research 111.,

1163 King Road, Burlington, Ontario. L7R 3X5 (416)681-2450

New Owner for Ampex
Allied-Signal Inc., in a move to re-
organize and focus on its aero-
space and advanced engineering
divisions, has sold its Ampex sub-
sidiary to the Lanesborough Corp.
The transaction, which cost $479
million plus the assumption of
certain liabilities, was announced
April 6.

Under the agreement, Ampex
will be acquired by a newly
formed subsidiary of Lanes -

borough, which plans to operate
Ampex with its present manage-
ment and organizational struc-
ture intact.

"We are extremely pleased to be
affiliated with Lanesborough,"
said Charles A. Steinberg, Ampex
president and CEO. "We're espe-
cially excited that Ampex will
again be operated as a standalone
corporation."

Edward J. Bramson, president
and chief executive officer of
Lanesborough, said, "We intend
to make sure that Ampex has the
financial and other resources to
continue investing in the future.
Ampex is a strong company with
outstanding capabilities. We
think the company's prospects for
growth are excellent."

Videotape recording was in-
vented by Ampex 30 years ago,
and the company had sales last
year in excess of $500 million. It is
one of seven electronics busi-
nesses Allied-Signal is selling.
Ampex was acquired by Allied in
1985.

Lanesborough, a privately held
chemical manufacturing concern,
intends to finance the transaction
through a combination of its own
equity and an offering of debt or
equity securities. In the interim,
Lanesborough has arranged for
credit facilities with commit-
ments of up to $475 million from a
major New York bank.

The transaction is expected to
be completed by the end of May,
pending regulatory approval.

SMPTE Call for Papers
The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers (SMPTE)
has issued a call for papers for its
129th Technical Conference and
Equipment Exhibit, to be held Oc-
tober 30 to November 4, at the Los

Circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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3D Digital Video Effects
RP -1 From Microtime

Imagine...fluid smooth motion, superb transparency,
and simplicity of operation. Unlimited resources at

your fingertips, letting your imagination run wild.

Create...with variable axis rotation, perspective,
continuous exparsion and compression, border,

crop, and other exciting effects.

Admire...the creative capabilities of
RP -1.

Powerful, easy to use, and cost-
effective. You couldn't ask for

more in a 3D digital video effects
system:

,00011!!11111'_,A,

True 3D movement with fluid smoothness

n Matte channel for flying keys
Linear keyer for the ult mate realism in foreground
or background compos ting

Two -channel option with plug-in digital compositor
cards to float two variable transparency foregrounds
over a background

Microfloppy disk stores 256 sequences for loading
into 20 run registers

 Built-in signature analysis diagnostics to evaluate
circuit performance

So call Microtime today and see what RP -1 can do for you.

1111111 IIIIIIJ
 MICROTIME

A Subsidiary of ANDERSEN

Circle 108 on Reader Serv' .e ar
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Industry News

Angeles Convention Center.
The theme of the 129th SMPTE

is "Imaging and Sound: Today and
Tomorrow," which will cover most
areas of film, television, and video
technology. Topic headings have
yet to be finalized, but sessions on
laboratory practices, film and
video post -production, computer
applications for television, and
enhanced television are expected
to be on the conference's agenda.
Any paper dealing with these or

other areas of motion -picture or
television technology will be con-
sidered by SMPTE for inclusion in
the program.

Persons interested in present-
ing papers should send their
name, address, title of the pro-
posed paper, and a 100 -word ab-
stract describing it to: Dollie
Hamlin, SMPTE Program Coordi-
nator, 595 West Hartsdale Ave.,
White Plains, NY 10607. The
deadline is June 15.

Shure's SM83 Cavalier Mic
makes everyone look good.

On -camera talent likes the omnidirec-
tional SM83 condenser mic's mid -range
dip, because it gives male and female
voices a smoother, more natural sound.
Sound engineers appreciate the
SM83's tailored frequency response
because it requires less equalization,
and its low -frequency rolloff quiets on-

air rumble and clothing noise.
Set directors are impressed with the
SM83's neat appearance and side -entry
cord because it disappears behind cloth-
ing. Production assistants enjoy the
SM83's mounting versatility. A single
clip works vertically or horizontally. A
double clip holds two mics. A universal
mount can be sewed, pinned or taped
to clothing.

Repair technicians love the SM83's
easily accessible cartridge (just unscrew
the cap), and that cable replacement
requires only a screwdriver and needle
nose pliers. (No soldering).
Field crews appreciate that the SM83's
electronic pack is powered by a standard
9 -volt battery or a mixer's phantom supply.

For more information on Shure's
entire line of professional
microphone products, call
or write Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL
60202-3696 (312) 866-2553. Available
under G.S.A.

SHURE
steakioysounze,pattettkdoteva 608E441:

AM Stereo, SNVs Subjects
of NAB Surveys
Recent surveys commissioned by
the NAB have served to highlight
the continued growth of new
broadcast technologies.

One survey, on technical ad-
vances at radio stations, reveals
that the number of AMs broad-
casting in stereo increased by
more than 40 percent in the last
eight months. The NAB cites fig-
ures of from approximately 446
AM stereo stations last August to
more than 700 by the end of
March 1987. The survey did not
seek information on which AM
stereo system stations used. The
survey was conducted by tele-
phone on a random national sam-
ple of 445 commercial stations on
March 23 and 24.

There will be more satellite
news vehicles (SNVs) on the road
in the future according to another
NAB phone survey, done between
March 2 and 10. Seventy-one net-
work affiliates with SNVs, and
253 other commercial stations
without the trucks, were polled.
Of the 253 stations, 23 percent
said they plan to buy, lease, rent,
or share an SNV within the next
three years.

Of those stations with an SNV,
85 percent reported owning it.
Stations said that they used their
trucks an average of 12 days a
month, with breaking news,
emergencies, disasters, sports,
and special events ranking as the
types of stories usually involved.
Eighty percent of the stations de-
scribed their SNVs as "very
valuable."

FMer Goes All -CD
WXCR-FM in Tampa, FL, has be-
come the first classical radio sta-
tion in the U.S. to feature full-
time music programming on
compact disc (CD). The station
has been experimenting with the
format for the last nine months,
following a survey in April 1986
that revealed that 95 percent of
the selections listeners prefer
most are available on CD.

"Our reasoning was simple,"
says station manager Tom
Shealy. "The audio quality is out-
standing, and the audience was
not interested in classic perfor-

Circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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The Outperformed
IKEGAMI S HL -79E IS MORE VERSATILE THAN EVER

lkegamis H_ -79E has lived up to its bill-
ing as the greatest ac- evement in hanc-held
camera techno cgy. a claim supported Dy an
increasing number o- 79 series purchasers,
presently in excese at 5000.

And yet, toiay, the engineers at Ikegami
have found a way to improve the camera.
Now, when eqJ ppec with the new VBA-1
adapter, the HL -79E is :otally compaible with
the Sony Beta -eccrder.

On your shculder. the HL -79E is st II un-
matched in performance with features that
include Dynam c Detail Correction, .Chroina
Aperture Correction, Highlight Aperture Cor-
rection and Auto C:ntrast Compression.
Plus the HL -79E ()thus superior contrast
range, S N ratio, registration accuracy. reso-
ution and more.

On a tripod the HL -79E becomes the
premier EFP came -a which can be used in
various systems co -igurations and con-

ed remotely by rie MA -79 iv ulbcore
Adapter, througi m il-i-core cable (up to 300
me:ers) or by the -A -79E triax adapter
-hrough triax cede ((.,r to 2000 meters).

The camera car De set up us ng con-
ventional mantle. tec- liques or an optional
microprocessor assist_

For a complete dE-monstr a -
lion of the HL -73E aid other
Ikegami carreta::, and
monitors, ccntEct us ix visit
your local Ikegani dezler. ikegarni

Circle 110 on Reacer Service Card

Ikegami Electronic (USA). Inc 37 Brook Avenue Maywood. NJ 07607
est Cast: (213) 534-0( 50 Southeast: (813) 884-2046 Southwest: (21,, 233-2844 Midwest: (312) 834-9774 Hawaii: (806) 945-5955



Industry News

mances, but rather the overall
sound of the station." If a classic
performance is not available on
CD the station strives to find an
alternate version that is.

Shealy adds that the switch
from analog LP and tape sources
to CDs required extensive equip-
ment modifications to accommo-
date the change in format. These
included the addition of a CRL
FM -4 multiprocessor system, re-
working the RIAA equalization
curve to add a boost in the mid-
range frequencies, and dropping
the console input and output ref-
erence levels to zero.

"In essence, we refined and up-
graded the entire broadcast chain
to mellow the full sonic and dy-
namic range of CDs to be passed
on to the listener," explains
Shealy.

After carefully evaluating a
number of professional CD play-
ers, the station selected the
Studer Revox B225 for its on -air
applications. There are currently

six B225 players (with 1:1 redun-
dancy) at WXCR, although six of
the newer Studer B226 players
are currently on order.

News and liners are still kept
on analog tape and played back on
Revox B77 two -track machines.
Shealy hopes, however, to incor-
porate a PCM digital processor
(used with any standard half -inch
VCR) in the near future to com-
pensate for the slight dip in audio
quality that occurs when switch-
ing from digital to analog sources.

"The CRL processor eliminates
most tape noise, but the PCM sys-
tem will keep it all in a digital
format," Shealy says.

He also points out that CDs that
are digitally recorded and mas-
tered offer significantly better
sound than those that were sim-
ply digitally mastered. "You
really can hear the difference-
even on the air," he states.

In Memoriam
Jack Bush, a pioneer in television

journalism, died March 27, at his
home in Doylestown, PA. He was
sixty-eight.

Bush was director of electronic
newsgathering at ABC News
when he retired last year, having
joined the network in 1963. His
management positions at ABC in-
cluded the supervision of world-
wide camera crews, and the im-
plementation of new technologies
for newsgathering.

Prior to joining ABC, Bush was
a newsfilm editing and production
executive at CBS News, and the
chief film editor for March of Time
newsreels.

"Jack Bush walked amongst the
likes of Stanton, Paley, Murrow,
and Friendly," states Marc B.
Wiskoff, Motorola district sales
manager for special markets.
"The ABC News organization
benefitted greatly from his experi-
ence . . . his absence leaves a void
that will never be filled."

Bush is survived by his wife
Henrietta, and son Ethan.
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Dielectric can broaden your FM broad-
casting capabilities with quality -manu-
factured, reliable products. Dielectric
components have provided years of con-
tinuous performance with very little
maintenance for FM stations around the
world. That's reliability you can't ignore.

Dielectric is the single source for all
your equipment needs:

Coaxial Transmission Line, Switches
and Patch Panels for maximum
isolation and low VSWR
Panel Antennas for single and multi-
ple frequencies
Economical, high performance DCR
Series of circularly polarized FM
Ring Antennas
Rigid Coaxial Transmission Line of
welded, high conductivity copper
that meets critical performance
criteria
Line Hangers and Accessories
FM Multi -Station Combiners and
Switching Systems for switching any
transmitter to an antenna or station
dummy load

Our complete line of FM broadcasting
components is also backed by reliable
customer services, including quality con-
trol, installation, start-up and servicing.
So, for all your broadcast needs, there's
only one number to call: (800) 341-9678.

Circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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Best Show on Wheels. The New Video 20
When you and your EFP camera are on

the go, get maximum portability plus studio
comfort with the Video 20 Pedestal System
from Sachtler. A pneumatically supported
center column with its pressurized balance
system provides multiple load capabilities for
smooth and precise on air movement. The
steerable dolly assures equally smooth and
precise tracking. Also, the Video 20 Pedestal
can be combined with the Sachtler Semi -Dolly
or used as a stable, stationary unit. For light-
weight portability and professional results,
the Video 20 Pedestal System proves itself a
champion in action. Everywhere. Every time.
Of course all Video 20 Pedestal System com-
binations come with Sachtler's guaranteed
leakproof fluid heads for the ultimate in
smooth, precise shooting.

That's what we are known for. World-
wide. For detailed information, please contact
us.

Sachtler. The System.

Sachtler Corp.
55 North Main Street
Freeport, N.Y. 11520
Phone (516) 867-4900

3316 W. Victory Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91505

Phone (818) 845-4446

Sachtler GmbH Dieselstr.16,
D-8046 Garching/Miinchen,
West Germany.

Circle 117 on Reader Service Card

Pedestal System.
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yadapted to me?
Sit down at a Sony PCM-3202 2 -channel digital recorder

and you'll notice something strange.
Mainly, that it's not strange.
You can rock its reels, splice the tape, in fact, you can do

everything you're used to doing with a studio -quality analog
recorder. But still get great digital sound.

And since it's Sony digital, you'll find that it's not only
easier to work with, it's also easier to master with. Because
the 3202 makes direct digital transfers to the world standard
PCM-1630 CD mastering system.

So if you've been waiting for a great tape machine that
happens to be digital; don't wait. Contact your Sony Pro -Audio
representative for a demonstration.

For more information on the PCM-3202 and the
PCM-3102 (71/2 ips version) call the Leader in Digital Audio at
(201) 833-5231. SONY

Circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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By Brian McKernan

Computers are replacing traditional graphics
tools in television stations, providing artists with

both familiar and new ways to work,
and enough colors to rival a tropical reef.

The old saying that the
first virtue of a painting
is to be a feast for the

eyes was never truer than today,
as an increasing number of televi-
sion stations add electronic paint
systems to their complement of
videographics equipment. The vi-
sual feast offered by paint does
much to enhance a station's look,
enabling it to present colorful, dy-
namic pictures whenever still im-
ages are called for. News is one of
the major beneficiaries of this
technology, which is rapidly mak-
ing slides, razors, and airbrushes
that require cleaning up anachro-
nisms at many stations.

Still stores and character gen-
erators are, of course, also vital to
a station's overall graphics opera-
tion, and are valuable adjuncts to
using a paint system, even though
today's paint systems often in-
clude elements of both. At the

other end of video's computer
graphics spectrum, 3D animation
systems usually include paint
software. But regardless of how
extensively a station may be
equipped, for its day-to-day
graphics needs, paint is fast be-
coming essential for creating im-
ages that grab viewers.

Getting started
"Just a few years ago, we basi-

cally did nothing in terms of over -
the -shoulder news graphics," re-
calls Bob Rankin, director of
broadcast design at WHAS-TV, in
Louisville, KY. "Then in 1984 we
got our Ampex ESS [electronic
still store], and that started the
ball rolling. The over -the -shoul-
der graphic became part of our
news function. We got an Ampex
AVA-3 video painting system in
1985, and since then we've used it
almost constantly. We did a sur-

vey and found our production of
compressions-over-the-shoulder
graphics-had gone up 200 per-
cent. The AVA-3 is an integral
part of our news presentation
now, and makes it look infinitely
better."

(Editor's note: the aqua at the
beginning of this article was cre-
ated on an AVA-3.)

"Paint is indispensable when
you're trying to report on tech-
nical topics," explains John
Shumway, WHAS-TV general as-
signment reporter. "I did a series
of stories on groundwater
contamination, and wanted to il-
lustrate a situation where water
from a septic tank was polluting a
well. We used the AVA-3 to show
a cross section of the earth 150
feet deep, illustrating the house,
well, septic tank, and sewage
flow. There's just no other way to
do it. No matter how much you
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explain something like that, you
can't get the point across without
a picture."

Art parts
Paint comes in two basic con-

figurations, as standalone units
specifically made for that purpose,
or as a software function included
within a 3D video computer
graphics animation system. Man-
ufacturers vary in their design of
both kinds of paint system, but
the basic parts are usually the
same.

First and foremost there is what
is called the architecture, which
refers to the computer driving the
system, and-by extension-the
logic behind the user interface.
This can be defined as the layout
of steps or the process you have to
follow to achieve what you want
out of a paint system.

Different paint systems incor-

porate different computers, but
the rule is the more sophisticated
the processor, the more capable
the system. Bit -level graphics is
one consequence of processing
power, the greater it is the more
colors you have to work with. A
24 -bit system can give the user
over 16 million colors to work
with, with over 300,000
displayable at any one time. Mag-
netic disk -based image storage is
usually included in paint systems,
and is often expandable for addi-
tional disk storage.

Into the architecture enters the
video signal, usually in analog
form. After conversion to digital,
the image is held in a frame buffer
for modification and display. A
keyboard is often included in a
paint system for entering com-
mands and for titling, storage,
and retrieval of finished pages.
The stylus and digitizing tablet,

however, are the major means of
control and execution. A monitor
displays the image being worked
on. Edit menus may appear be-
neath it as pictures and/or text, or
be displayed on a separate moni-
tor. Menus using pictures-
icons-feature touch -sensitive
screens that activate desired func-
tions when tapped by the stylus.

When the artist is finished, his
images can be sent on to a still
store, tape, or other media. What
can be done to an image while it
resides within a frame buffer is
the essence of a paint system, and
basically that includes anything
that artists have been able to do
with traditional tools.

Images can be created from
scratch, or existing pictures can
be grabbed-in real time-from
any moving or still video image,
and then be modified. Pictures
can be enhanced or altered by
means of cutting and pasting,
painting or tinting in a selection
of colors that depend on the bit -
level graphics of the system. The
stylus can act as practically any
kind of drawing instrument, from
airbrush to chalk, and stencils can
be created to make rules or out-
lines in any shape.

Most systems offer real-time
antialiasing, and although fea-
tures vary from system to system,
they often include the ability to
practice and mix colors and
brushes on "scratchpad areas" of
the screen, create user -defined
brushes, blow up any picture area
for pixel -by -pixel retouching, re-
touch by using any color present
in the image, tilt and change per-
spective, and insert and manipu-
late type from built-in font
generators.

Moving paint
"Making a better paint system

means not only making it work
faster and easier, but also giving
it more features," comments Di-
mitri Chernyshov, product spe-
cialist at the Quanta Corp.

Additional features are always
valued by the user, even on basic
systems. The two -year -old
Quantapaint 2500 is an 8 -bit sys-
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Paint systems-such as the Quantel Paintbox seen here-are designed
for transparency and flexibility to allow the artist maximum freedom to
create images.

tern, and for Tom Werner, chief
engineer of KNPB-TV, in Reno,
NV, its four-color color cycling en-
ables him to do simple animation
for a weekly newsmagazine show,
Silver State.

"We've used the color cycling to
make the grass appear to grow in
a graphic on investments that
compared money to a healthy
lawn," Werner explains. "And for
a story on prison overcrowding we
multiplied hand -drawn inmates.
It's a nice visual reinforcement."

Combining a character genera-
tor with paint is a logical next
step in video graphics, and for
WYCC, in Chicago, this means
using their Chyron Chameleon
with an RGU-2. "We use the cam-
era capture feature a lot, and com-
bine freehand art with text to do
graphics for just about every holi-
day," says Don Rhodes, chief engi-
neer. The station combines the
output of the Chameleon and the
RGU-2 in a switcher, and sends it
to an Abekas A42 still store.

Moving up the product line,
Chyron combines comprehensive
character -generation effects and
paint in one unit by adding a
multimode graphics module
(MGM) to their Chyron 4200 ti-
tling and graphics system. And at
an even higher end, Chyron
has recently introduced the

Shimatronic graphic image sys-
tem, a full -featured paint system
that can be expanded to do 3D
animation.

"We started with paint but are
growing into animation, which is
a natural for paint systems," ex-
plains Mick Ghazey, a vice presi-
dent at Dubner Computer Sys-
tems, makers of the DPS-1 paint
system. "Animation requires only
a processor, frame buffer, and a
tape recorder control, and that's
already part of paint hardware."

In addition to comprehensive
paint system features, the Dubner
DPS-1 features real-time trajec-
tory animation along spline
paths. With this, the user can as-
semble single -frame animation
sequences by specifying key
frames, and then having the DPS-
1 computer spline (draw the "in-
between" pictures) according to
the image's size, rotation, and per-
spective. Each frame is then re-
corded on a VTR. The key to this
animation feature is software,
which, in the view of many, is the
key to all significant future devel-
opments in paint systems.

Tug of ware
"Software is of course a major

part of systems nowadays," says
Ghazey. "But the industry must
make use of advances in both

hardware and software, although
software takes longer to improve
because of the thousands of lines
of code necessary in writing it. I
feel that parallel processing will
help hardware continue to im-
prove, especially where video is
concerned because the large num-
ber of pixels involved allow for
computation tasks to be spread
among available processors.

"I disagree that hardware has
reached a plateau. The funda-
mental limit on the size of the
computer chip has yet to be
reached, and speed increases as
chips are made smaller. Every
two years the price performance of
memory quadruples, and there's
no end in sight," Ghazey says.

"Hardware and software are al-
ways leapfrogging each other,"
observes Wade Howie, marketing
support manager of Alias Re-
search. "When 32 -bit processors
first came out it took some time
for programmers to catch up and
write sofware that took advantage
of that power. Now we're at a
stage where hardware will have
to take a major step again. But
this does give the software people
a chance to consolidate the prod-
ucts they're working on.

"The key to hardware and soft-
ware updates is speed. If you can
run things faster you can simplify
what are really complex tasks for
the user. Creative people need ac-
cess to this power, and the more
speed a system has the more
transparent it is," Howie says,
touching on a crucial aspect of all
paint systems.

Transparency improves with
the speed of the computer driving
the system, the quicker it re-
sponds to the artist using it, the
better. The goal is for the artist to
feel that he is using traditional
methods, and not a computer. The
more user-friendly a system's ar-
chitecture, the more the artist's
influence-as opposed to the ma-
chine's-will be seen in the fin-
ished product.

"I've used other systems, and I
feel that the Quantel Paintbox is
just about the best one for an art-
ist," says graphic artist Deanna
Provencher, of KTLA, in Los An-
geles. "You don't have to be an en-
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. . . a new workstation and high-speed local area network
system . . . the incredibly fast ARTSTAR is now even faster!

actuel raster photos

ARTSTAR ',7.D now features a new
workstation cesigned to provide
outstanding video graphics produc-
tion and the ability to transfer multi-
ple images via the popular Ethernet
local area network system.

The possiL Ii:ies are amazinc: a
cost-effectiw, high-speed, error -tree
method of accommodating multiple
users on-line.

 Share data and images with
other ARTSTAR systems

 Render images off-line, teen
send them to other workstations

 Paint images simultaneously
and interactively

 Transfer finished graphics to
laser disk-digital sto-age of
1,200 24 -bit images on a single
disk

And, ARTSTAR is the only combina-
tion 8, 24, and 32 -bit high -resolution
paint and 3D animation system
available. Th s unique flexibility
means you can actually merge 8 and
24 -bit graphics into 32 -bit images!
Plus, an optional Motorola 68020
processor and array co -processor
can trible system speed.

ARTSTAR has always been fast- it's
always been powerful-it has
become the price/performance
system of choice among profes-
sional video graphics users. Now
we've made the best even better-
with flash graphics capability.

Circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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gineer to operate it. When you're
airbrushing with the Paintbox, it
feels like airbrushing. And there's
no mess or fumes."

All quality paint systems
should perform better and become
easier to use proportionate to the
amount of time spent with the
system. As Provencher recalls,
"Also, I do on -air promotions for
the station's movies, programs,
and sports, and I find that the
more you work with Paintbox, the
more things you discover you can
do with it."

A changing picture
New features, such as anima-

tion, are expanding the range of
what paint systems can do. But
when integrated with other spe-
cial effects devices, paint can do
even more.

"We are the flagship station for
the Pirates network, and we feed
five other stations," explains
Larry Komar, art director at
KDKA-TV, in Pittsburgh. "We
used our Aurora 220
videographics system to create all
the ingredients of the opening
graphics for Pirates baseball. It
gives us a smooth, photographic
look that is every bit as good as
any network production, but for a
fraction of the cost.

"This is the centennial year for
the Pirates, and we've taken their
logo and redone it with a
woodgrain background. We did all
the ingredients on the Aurora,
and then we combined them in
our one -inch room with ADO
[Ampex Digital Optics] to tie it all
together. We're still learning how
to use the 220's optional 3D ani-
mation package, which we just re-
ceived. It and the ADO will com-
plement each other; production is
always a challenge of finding the
right machine to do the job.

"Other full -screen graphics for
the show were also created on the
Aurora, including the starting
lineup, scouting report, and cen-
tennial trivia," Komar says. But
KDKA's use of its paint system
doesn't end with sports.

"In one case we've used the Au-
rora paint system to create a slick,
video storyboard for a serious cli-
ent who had never been on televi-

sion before. It showed him exactly
what his ad would look like. We
shot our own people in the station
with a video camera, and then cut
and pasted them into an imagi-
nary office with the client logo
displayed. When the storyboard
was done it was dubbed onto
VHS for the salesman to take to

Mitch Caster, KUSA-TV news artist,
created this graphic to show how
a disabled Air Force jet managed
to land safely. Caster drew the pic-
ture with 3D Illustrator paint soft-
ware on the station's BTS FGS
4000 animation system.

the client's office," Komar
explains.

System approaches
Paint users can choose between

standalone units, and those that
are part of an integrated video
computer graphic system. Quanta
is developing its Dimension 32
graphics computer, which will of-
fer software packages not only for
paint, but also for 3D construction
and animation and for character
generation. That company is not
alone in taking a systems -ori-
ented approach.

"We're not primarily paint peo-
ple," states Alias Research's Wade
Howie. "Paint is integrated into
our 3D modeler, and it rounds out
the set of tools we provide the de-
signer. We prefer the single -box
solution for video computer
graphics, instead of stringing sev-
eral boxes together." The Alias/1
graphic design system is designed
to accept future software up-
grades, and is one of a new gen-
eration of machines that have
been dubbed video workstations.

"I believe that the video graph-
ics industry is at the same techno-
logical evolutionary point that the
computer industry was at eight or

nine years ago," states Mark
Gray, executive vice president of
Pinnacle Systems. "Back then, if
you went to buy a computer you'd
either buy an accounting com-
puter, or an engineering com-
puter, or some other type. But
then along came the PC, and it
was revolutionary because now
you could do more than one func-
tion in the same box, and people
could program it themselves.
That's what we're doing with our
workstation concept."

Pinnacle's Video WorkStation
is a multifunction, general-pur-
pose video computer that starts
with a model 2010 for digital ef-
fects. It becomes the 2020 with the
addition of a still store via hard-
ware and software upgrades. "The
software is what gives the system
its capabilities," Gray explains.
"The technology exists to do more
than one function in the same box.
We can change a digital effects
unit into a paint system by adding
one board and a floppy disk."
This-and a tablet and pen-
turns the 2020 into the 2030, with
32 -bit full -color paint system.

The Pinnacle Video WorkSta-
tion software -based architecture
allows for on -site software up-
grades. Modular design provides
for future expansion via plug-in
hardware upgrades and enhance-
ments.

One very popular software -
based paint system is BTS's 3D Il-
lustrator, which can be added to
their FGS 4000 animation sys-
tem. Three-dimensional models of
objects can be taken from the ani-
mation side of the system and
placed into the 3D Illustrator,
where paint functions can then be
applied.

Television station KUSA, in
Denver, recently took delivery on
an FGS 4000. "I can't say enough
good things about the system,"
says KUSA artist Eric Warp.
"We're just setting it up. Over -
the -shoulder is its main use now,
but I plan to use it to revamp the
station's entire look. We've all
seen plenty of embossed back-
grounds that stations have cre-
ated with their paint systems, but
I'm anxious to experiment with
new techniques."
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and this... and this!
J8 x 6 BIE: 6mm Wide, 96mm Telephoto, 11" M.O.D.!

Once again, superior Canon optical technc4ogy
gives you greater flexibility and capability than ever
before. The incredible Canon J8 x 6 BIE lens provides
the wide-angle coverage you need it tight situations
anc its built-in 2X extender gives you 96mm-when
you need to get closer.

Canon
Optics Division
Canon USA. Inc., Head Office: One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042 (516) 488-670C
Dallas Office: 3200 Regent Blvd., Irving, TX 75063 (214) 830-960C
Chicago Office: 100 Park Blvd., Itasca, IL 60143 (312) 250-6200
West Coast Office: 123 Paularino Avenue East. Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714)979-6000
Canon Canada, Inc.. 6390 Dixie Road, Mississauga, Ontario LST P7, Canada (416) 678-2730

1986 Canon USA Inn

Better stil , even with the 2X extender, you can
get as close as you want, since your M.O.D. is an
amazing eleven inches, even at 96mm! The Canon
J8 x 661E, it gies you more.

Specifications:
Focal leng-h: 6-48mm, (12-96 w/extender)
Mix.Relative Aperture: f1.7 (5-33mm), f1.9 at 48mm

f3.4 (12-66mm), f3.8 at 96mm
Angular Field of View: 72.5° at 6mm, 10.5° at 48mm

36° at 12mm, 5.2° at 96mm
Minimum Object Distance: 11"

Circle 114 on Reader Service Card

Enjoy easy extended payments
with the Canon Credit Card.
Ask for details at participating
Canon dealers and retailers.
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Paint Systems

"There should be a machine for
every pocketbook and every de-
sire," observes Jerry Tapley, sales
manager of distributor sales at
3M Broadcast. "Larger facilities
may not want multiple functions
in one box because they run it all
day, but other paint users may
feel differently."

Tapley goes on to explain the
importance of system configura-

KDKA's Komar scanned -in each
picture element for this lineup
card with an Aurora 220. Pirate
player names and positions are
generated on a Chyron IV; player
pictures are inserted in the slate
from an Abekas still store.

tion. "We took six different com-
puters and made co -processors of
them, with function cartridges for
each capability that can all be
plugged in at once. We call the
unit the 3M Silver. The functions
include font and logo generation,
animation, still storage, a special
effect generator, paint, and busi-
ness graphics for charts and
graphs. It's software -based and we
feel that gives the unit a good
lifespan. When feature improve-
ments are on software you don't
have to make capital investments
every few years."

The painted set
Paint systems are being applied

toward a variety of innovative
uses, but perhaps one of the most
interesting is happening at
KMGH, in Denver. There, a new
news set is being "built" not with
wood and nails, but electronically
with a Colorgraphics ArtStar 3D
paint and animation system. Over
30 pictures of the set-one for ev-
ery preset camera angle-are be-

DPS-185 Test Signal Generator

The DPS-185 meets the requirement of
providing 32 selectable test signals on two
independent channels at a reasonable price.
Seven -segment digital displays permit easy
recognition of the signals generated.

The DPS-185 is a price/performance break-
through in a single, space -saving rack unit.
This rugged, compact test generator simplifies
maintenance, alignment and service
procedures.

120 Middlefield Road, Scarborough, Ontario
Canada MIS 4M6 (416) 299-6888 Telex 065-25344

- Thirty-two test signals
- Two independent outputs per channel
- Seven auxiliary outputs
- Genlockable
- RS -170A specs
- Dedicated color black outputs

Scientific
Atlanta

Digital Video Systems Division

ing drawn on the ArtStar 3D, and
stored on a Quantel still store.

Talent, meanwhile, is posi-
tioned in designated areas in front
of a seamless blue wall. The ap-
propriate set backgrounds are
then called up from the still store
as they are needed, and inte-
grated with live video of the news-
casters through the use of the
Newsmatte system.

The ArtStar 3D combines full
paint and animation functions in
one unit, and features both 8- and
24 -bit graphics, which can be
merged into 32 -bit images. Like
most other systems -oriented paint/
animation products, ArtStar can
be upgraded via software changes.

"Our ArtStar-drawn electronic
set was conceived by Andrew
Welsh, now with ABC/Capital
Cities," explains Joe Negri,
KMGH assistant advertising and
promotions director. "It gives us a
crisper, cleaner, high-tech, elec-
tronic, upbeat look. The set shows
the Denver cityscape trimmed out
as if you're looking out a window.
It's framed in wood on all sides,
with a gray felt material on the
walls. All of the actual video
frames are trimmed out in wood
with a chrome -like polished insert
of the station logo on the bottom.
And because Newsmatte is a
source feeding a camera-instead
of a switcher-it allows you to do
more effects, too."

Effects with the painted set in-
clude the ability for the anchor to
intrude on an over -the -shoulder
graphic without being cut out of
the picture; in minidocumentaries
this enables talent to actually
"walk into" graphics. Floating
boxes can be spontaneously in-
serted in the picture, allowing a
newscaster to converse with a re-
mote reporter. And flying letters
playing on one -inch tape can be
zoomed in behind the talent for
various bumpers. Over -the -shoul-
der graphics are composited in the
still store in advance.

"The set gives you more flexibil-
ity," Negri says. "It can be
changed on a whim. If we want to
create an election set, I merely
take those backgrounds and make
any adaptions I need to: put new
signage on it, add stripes, and
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LOOKING

then put it back in the still store.
"The planning involved in the

show is double the norm," Negri
says, adding that the way the
show is blocked has to be consis-
tent from night to night because
of the special format. Cameras are
locked down, zooms are not possi-
ble, and the set images are backed
up with tape and slides.

Print and praise
New uses continue to be discov-

ered for paint systems, as more
stations take delivery on these
units. One use that further ex-
tends paint's applications even
goes as far as the printing press.
Paint -generated images and logos
can be transferred to hard copy
and be printed in newspapers and
magazines, thereby rounding out
station promotional campaigns.

"We're big on correlating print
with on -air promotion, and get-
ting a consistency there," says
Lou Bortone, art director of WBZ,
in Boston. A Quantel Paintbox
user, Bortone feels that achieving
the perfect print copy of a painted
image is still an elusive task. "I
haven't seen a really super system
yet for capturing a print version of
a videographic," he says, but feels
that solving that problem is just a
matter of time. Already, paint
manufacturers are addressing
this challenge. Quantel's high -
resolution Graphic Paintbox, de-
signed for the print industry, is
one of several products that can
solve the paint -to -print question.
Chyron's Shimatronic graphic im-
age system offers three different
print options with increasing de-
grees of resolution and color.

"New equipment is coming
down in cost, making it an excit-
ing time for a local station," ad-
mits KDKA's Larry Komar, an
Aurora and Colorgraphics user.
"Paint has opened up a whole new
world for our art department.
Things that once went out of
house aren't anymore, and we
have better control over them.

"Paint allows your imagination
to roam freely, but it's just a tool.
The important thing is still the
designer and his ideas. Executing
them on a paint system is all part
of the fun of broadcasting."BM/E

FOR A DYNAMIC NEW PAINTBOX

44t*Nt., OR STILL STORE
FOR YOUR

AL\\

PRODUCTION FACILITY?

r rple %AEC pd I f\r'r"iird4..., 4 4 Y.,

TH NTEGRATED STILt IMAGE SYSTEM
THAT

LETS YOU CAPTJRE, PAINT, COMPOSE AND DATABASE
THOUSANDS OF HIGH RESOLUTION DIGITAL

COLOR IMAGES

 Broadcast Quality, 600 line (6Mhz) performance

 Non-Volat e Sony Optical Disc Drive(s)

 Highest Capacity with 8000 Full Frames per removeablel2" Disc

 Flexib e DubnerTM Paint, Cut/Paste, Forced perspective, Fonts
Geometr primitives and many other Special effects.
Practical, Pain English ImagemasterTM Software for single or
Multiluse- Image library managment and access control

 Clear, expaidable growth to millions of on-line color image

 Lowes-. cost system in a class by itself!

SEE

TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY MADE AFFORDABLE TODAY
AT THE PRO VIDEO EXPO
Los Angeles - May 20-22

Booth 118,120

blIAGEER/NG TM

LASER DISK SYSTEMS, INC.
P O. BOX 34755
MEMPHIS, TN 38134
1- (8C0) 922-4267
IN TN 1901) 323-4762

Paint Store". bnaga trItster"" and 'CMS' are registered trademarks of Imageeong Laser Disk Systems, Inc USA

Dvaner'I a a regstered trademark of Dubner Computer Systems. Inc
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Ge a e Danner
Ch Engineer

WPEC
Im Beach

Now that the engineers at WPEC are free
from the routine of continually handling carts, they
have more time to be engineers.

As George explains:

"We air about 300 to 450 carts per 24 hour
period. Before we installed the Odetics Cart
Machine, our engineers had to devote a better part
of their shift to filing carts and monitoring the program-
ming system. With the Cart Machine working for us,
we spend a lot less time handling carts. It means
that for the first time we're free to keep a closer
watch on station operations and attend to other
responsibilities."

The Cart Machine can automatically man-
age, record and play -to -air all forms of spots and
programs. Besides reducing cart handling time at
WPEC, The Cart Machine's reliability allows the
station to operate without dub reels. The Cart
Machine even makes it simple to air the new 10
and 15 second spots.

Transfer of the daily program schedules
from the traffic department is smoother because
the Cart Machine interfaces with traffic computers
and automatically downloads the schedules.
Armed with a 65,000 cart database and 1,600 event
look -ahead feature, The Cart Machine can auto-
matically preplan spot play lists hours or even days
in advance of airing.

The Cart Machine is available in your choice
of small formats.

Call now and start streamlining your station
operations with The Cart Machine.

The Cart Machine
from Odetics

1515 S. Manchester Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92802-2907

Call toll free 800-243-2001
In California call 800-238-4422

or 714-7742200
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-Du
WHEN IS
ENOUGH
ENOUGH

Though there is a lot of interest in
3D graphics at TV stations, plenty
of systems to choose from, and ex-
cellent reports from stations that
have installed 3D, many are tak-
ing a wait -and -see attitude before

rushing out to buy.

by Robert Rivlin

1\Uhen you go to a show
such as NAB and see
all the interest in 3D

graphics products, there's a ten-
dency to get caught up in the ex-
citement. "Every TV station in
the country is going to have 3D
soon" becomes the assumption.
"I'd better get one right away."
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A NEW MASTERPIECE IN
STANDARDS CONVERTERS
IS OFF THE DRAWING BOARD
AND READY FOR ACTION.

It's the revolutionary AVS ADAC-the new criteria
against which all standard converters will
now be measured.

It's a completely integrated design concept --

a combination of advanced circuit design and the
very latest component technology.

It's the only converter in existence with dynamic
motion interpolation-constantly analyzing and
adjusting every picture point to optimize quality
of motion and provide transparent conversion.

The result is a true masterpiece of engineering
innovation.

APA
A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.

 Produces full broadcast quality
 Operates for all broadcast standards

-including ROB, YUV (YIQ) and 4:2:2 digital-
and all video formats

 The most sophisisticated motion adaptive
interpolation system ever devised

 Adaptive digital comb filter decoder
 Remarkably only 1111Ve high
 Exclusive sales and service in the U.S.A. by AFA

ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
100 STONEHURST COURT NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201) 767-1000
IN THE WEST: 10650 SCRIPPS RANCH BLVD. SUITE 200 SAN DIEGO, CA (619) 530-2970
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3D Graphics

KVVU, Las Vegas TV5's logo is seen here created in 3D on an Aurora
Systems AU/220.

When you look at the actual in-
stalled base of systems in the mar-
ketplace, however, and examine
"plan -to -buy" figures, sobering re-
ality sets in. According to the fig-
ures published by Sheer/DC&A
Research as part of its most recent
Broadcast Equipment Market-
place (BEM -2) study, only 21 com-
mercial TV stations in the U.S.
currently own 3D modeling and
animation systems (ranging from
the lower -end Ampex/Cubicomp
product to the higher -end Bosch
FGS-4000). And in 1987, only 26
more stations say they want to
buy this kind of equipment.

Thus, while the rest of the mar-
ket for graphics products-includ-
ing paint, production switchers
and digital effects-continues to
be one of the hot growth areas in
broadcast, 3D systems are still
lagging behind. And while 3D is
one of the major equipment trends
at post -production facilities, local
TV stations aren't that anxious to
get involved yet.

Why? Industry analysts point to
several factors. Perhaps the most
fundamental reason is that 3D
systems capable of doing the kind
of work required by a television
station have only been on the
market for a very short time, and
station graphics and engineering
people are just becoming aware of
their existence. Until two years
ago, three-dimensional modeling

and animation were almost exclu-
sively the domain of specialized
computer graphics production
companies, which did work such
as image campaigns on a project -
by -project basis.

That 3D systems have not yet
caught hold of the popular imagi-
nation, or the budget lines, of lo-
cal stations may simply be a mat-
ter of time. After all, in the early
days of paint programs, when
they were first starting to become
affordable, few would have pre-
dicted that they would one day be-
come a "must have" item.

Still another factor contribut-
ing to stations' "wait -and -see" at-
titude is the question "when is
enough enough?" Many have only
just recently made the commit-
ment to 2D electronic paint. In-
deed, at last year's Broadcast De-
signers Association conference in
Dallas, out of an audience of hun-
dreds of TV station art directors
and promotion people asked if
they had a paint system, only a
few raised their hands. Stations
are just beginning to realize the
potential of their systems, includ-
ing the ability of some of them to
do "2 'A D" or "pseudo-3D"-
achieving the look of three -dimen-
sionality by extruding two-dimen-
sional objects (they cannot, of
course, be rotated in 3 -space, nor
texture mapped or illuminated
with imaginary light sources).

Learning new skills
Then, too, there is a potential

"artist problem." Working with a
3D system demands a whole lot
more of the station artist than
simply learning a new piece of
hardware: thinking in 3D means
a complete reorientation of artis-
tic sensibility. "You're taking a
graphics artist, used to working in
flat planes, and suddenly putting
a piece of marble in front of him
and saying 'sculpt'," explains one
art director. "Not only does he
suddenly have to think in three
dimensions, but he then has to
move the object around the
screen-choreograph it. Some
people are comfortable working in
3D animation . . . but some just
aren't. And finding the right per-
son to make the system do what
the demo tapes say it can may be
harder than you think."

Finally there's the question of
"Is it worth it?" In one story, an
art director working in media cre-
ated a gorgeous, copper -metallic
logo for a new high-tech maga-
zine. It appeared to have been
done with computer graphics, us-
ing reflection mapping, perhaps a
fractal surface program, and cer-
tainly some advanced modeling
techniques. How was the logo ac-
tually created? He had bought a
piece of copper, taken it out into
his back yard, and photographed
it. He then took the color print
and cut out the shapes of the let-
ters in the logo.

Cost factors
As many arguments as there

are against widespread use of 3D
in broadcast television, however,

WNYC in New York uses this 3D
logo created on the Bosch FGS
4500.
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TWICE THE PERFORMANCE.
HALF THE COST.
Mycro-Tek's Supra Star I and Supra Edit, Now Just

$5995

Supra Edit
 MEMORY -31/2" micro drive with

720K (12,000  pages) accessible
memory storage

 EDITING -Complete off-line text
editing

 MONITOR AND KEYBOARD
 REMOTE CAPABILITY -with

modem

Now for a limited time, double your
character generator capabilities at half
the cost ...Buy two units for less than the
price of one - only $5995.
Call Mycro-Tek today.
For extra channel add $1000. Fonts may be
limited by memory capacity of dual channel unit.

Supra Star I
 10 FONTS -8 regular plus 2 graphic 

Upper and lower case  Double height
and double width  PLUS a production
font that's 33% larger

 13 COLORS -Line by line  Page by
page  Character by character 
Foreground and background

 REAL TIME -Random Access 
Programming with 64K storage (500
Pages)

 GENLOCK
 WIRE SERVICE -Weather and

communication in/out option

 KEYBOARD

Magnificent Machines froma frW7ir
9229 East 37th St . North Wichita, KS 67226  Call Toll Free 800-835-2055. In Kansas (316) 681-0550
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ATTENTION USERS OF GRAPHICS AND SPECIAL EFFECTS EQUIPMENT

Please take a moment to fill out the form below so we can plan
even better coverage of graphics and special effects in the future.

1. Indicate your status on the following pieces of graphics/effects equipment; use the boxes
to indicate the type of equipment you have now or intend to buy.

Have now/
on order

Intend to buy

within
6 mos.

within
9 mos.

within
12 mos.

Art/Paint system under $30,000
Art/Paint system over $30,000
3D modeling system under $30,000
3D modeling system over $30,000
Digital effects -1 channel

2 channels
3 + channels

Effects rotation and perspective
3D image manipulator
Digital still store
Digital animation recorder
VTR animation recorder
Analog effects package
Character generator w/graphics
Text -only character generator 7
Weather graphics system
Typography -grade graphics system
Election package 7

2a. Do you have a separate graphics production department?  Yes  No

b. If yes, does this department serve all graphics needs within the station?
HI Yes 17 No

3. What departments have individual graphics capabilities?
 News f 1 Programming PI Creative Services/Sales

 Weather  Promotion

4. Do you anticipate a need for a graphics system which produces:

 hard copy LI slides 1 'color prints

5. Where do you work?
 TV station  Radio network
 TV network  Production company
 Radio station  Post -production facility
 Other (specify)

6. What is your job function?
Chief Engineer

 Production Manager
El Engineer

 Operations Manager
H Graphics Director
 General Manager

 Other (specify:

7. What is your responsibility?
Fl Use the equipment?
PI Make buying decisions?

 Make buying suggestions?
 Evaluate equipment?

NAME AND TITLE

STATION OR COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

PHONE(

MAIL BEFORE JUNE 15, 1987

Fold here and staple closed. Thank you for your cooperation.
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TV Engineering & Production

there is a growing sense among
station graphics people that, de-
spite the excuses and the research
projections, 3D is about to take
off. Among the stations that al-
ready do have 3D, there are noth-
ing but rave reviews for what the
extra dimension can do to a sta-
tion's graphics image.

"I'm no expert," says Brent Gar-
rett, art director at WTVX, Ft.
Pierce, Florida. "But I think that
in a year or two we're going to see
a 50 percent increase in the num-
ber of these systems around. Art-
ists are going to begin demanding
them, and stations are going to
have to buy 3D in order to stay
competitive within the market."

Another factor Garrett sees as
critical to the widespread adop-
tion of these systems is their con-
tinually decreasing cost. "In a
market this size [WTVX's ADI is
in the mid -50s1", Garrett ex-
plains, "there's a rule of thumb
that a station can take a gamble
with a piece of equipment that
costs $30,000 to $40,000. That
means that if it doesn't get used
enough or doesn't add much or
doesn't get noticed by anyone, the
station still isn't going to lose its
shirt. Right now 3D systems begin
around $40,000- that's what we
spent for our ITI Ani-Maker. But
when that price drops a bit, below
the $30,000 level, then you'll see
stations jumping in."

Joe Negri, art director and as-
sistant promotion manager at
KMGH, Denver, agrees about the
all-important factor of cost:
"When electronic paint systems
first came out, you couldn't touch
one for under $100,000, and that
locked out just about everyone be-
low the 40th market. But that's
beginning to change now. You can
get a good paint system for
$75,000. And then next year,
when you want to add 3D, you
only have to cost justify a $20,000
software upgrade rather than
having to add a completely new
hardware and software system.
That makes a big difference in
selling 3D capability to manage-
ment. They can get so much more
for so little these days."

Negri is convinced that because
of this, 3D is going to catch on

even faster than paint-despite
what the research says. "You can
simulate 3D," he says, "but when
you've really got 3D capability it
opens up a whole new world-es-
pecially for opens and closes and
packages for promotions. It adds a
new facet to production."

Different applications
Each station in each market is

probably going to have a slightly
different set of applications for a
3D system. And, depending on its
needs, the resource will be allo-
cated differently among news,
production (including news and
local program work), and
promotion.

At KUSA in Denver, a BTS
FGS-4000 was purchased recently
primarily for illustrating news
stories, both with 3D stills and 3D
animation. According to Don Pe-
rez, the real-time capabilities of
the 4000 will enable the station to
turn around animated news
graphics with almost the same
speed as still images. In addition,
however, the production depart-
ment will also be able to make use
of the machine for designing
opens, bumps, IDs, and the like,
permitting the station to achieve
a unified graphics look between
the news and promotion efforts.
When time is available, the sys-
tem will also be made available to
the production department where
painting and 3D services will be
offered to outside clients.

At WOWT, Omaha, art director
Craig Brehm heads up a one -per-
son graphics department based
around an Ampex/Cubicomp
PictureMaker. The system was
originally purchased two years
ago for news applications, an ef-
fort spearheaded by art director
Judy Rosenfeld at KRON in San
Francisco, Chronicle Broad-
casting's flagship. Since WOWT's
news department wasn't using
one -inch machines, however, and
to get the best quality results, the
PictureMaker was tied into a one -
inch machine in the production
department. From a work -flow
standpoint, this did not create
problems, since the machine could
be left to render frames unat-
tended at night or in the early

3D Graphics

morning when production had no
need for the machine.

A more severe problem, how-
ever, rested in the demands made
by the production department on
the PictureMaker itself. "I used to
do some work for station promo-
tion and local commercial produc-
tion as well as news," Brehm ex-
plains. "I'm still a one-man
department, and my primary
responsibility is the news. When
you work for news, you have to get
involved-you have to be avail-
able every minute of every work-
ing day. Production projects can
take a week to put together, and
you have to drop them in favor of
news if you have to."

Perhaps this is why the station
appears to b sell commercial cli-
ents on PictureMaker animation,
and why Brehm's art department
is finally getting a one -inch VTR
of its own. At the same time, the
PictureMaker's capabilities have
been expanded considerably with
the addition of a full -color paint
package, plus the new flash digi-
tizer allowing fonts and logos to
be captured and treated as three-
dimensional objects.

How is Brehm using the
PictureMaker for news? "It has to
be for material we know about a
day or two in advance-such as
for special series, documentaries,
and the like. Or for generic back-
grounds and objects."

Brehm cites as an example a re-
cent documentary about drugs in
the schools. The anchor is por-
trayed in various dramatic situa-
tions, such as walking over to a
brick wall where the show's title
appears as if painted from a three-
dimensional spray can. In another
segment, a marijuana leaf is
shown growing, then rolling itself
into a joint; this is followed by a
three-dimensional chart showing
the various constituents of pot.

"Right now," explains Brehm,
"I spend an average of five hours a
day doing modeling and anima-
tion. It may only take me 30 min-
utes to an hour to design the piece.
But rendering it may take one to
six hours. I try to limit designs to
make them more simple, and it's
perfectly possible to turn out a 3D
animation on a next -day basis.
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We could even do something in
eight hours if we had to. But we
don't see using it as a tool for the
daily crunch of news graphics."

Not for day-to-day news
Lewin Humphrey, graphics and

design director at WTVE, Nash-
ville, agrees that in most cases,
3D animation for day-to-day
graphics just isn't practical. "The
low -end animation systems aren't
fast enough," he notes. "They're
fine for a logo to be used in news-
cast, or for a news series where we
have a week's deadline, or for for-
matted news report such as 'Nash-
ville Business' where we can just
drop the latest figures into anima-
tion material that has already
been designed and figured out.
But these systems really can't do
the work within the time frame
demanded by day-to-day news op-
erations. It's just not cost-effective
to run the system for doing
quickie graphics."

On the other hand, Humphrey
is convinced that TV graphics are
becoming very commonplace, and
could use a little animation.
That's why at the recent NAB he
purchased a Colorgraphics
Artstar and an Artstar 3D, and
will incorporate it as part of a
graphics suite that will also in-
clude a Chyron 4200 and may in-
clude an Ampex ADO as well as a
small production switcher.

"First and foremost we were
shopping for 2D paint systems,"
Humphrey notes. "But during the
search period, we had two 3D ani-
mation projects that were being
worked on by outside production
companies that just didn't work
out. That was when we began to
look at ways of doing the projects
in-house with our own equip-
ment-so we could experiment
and make changes without paying
a fortune."

Humphrey calculates that the
department's work is evenly split
between news and promotion-
and that they are often using the
same material, such as an open-
ing for a news series that can also
be used to promote the series. The
department also provides a
wealth of other station graphics,
including holiday messages, four -

Manufacturer System Workstation Base price

Alias Research

Ampex/
Cubicomp

Aurora

Alias/1

PictureMaker

AU/220

AU/280

3130

AT

AT

Sun 3

$99,500

50.000

68.000

160.000

BTS (Bosch) FGS-4500 Sun 3 150.000

Chyron
(Shims Seiki) SDS-480 P.P. 170.000

ColorGraphics Artstar 3D Cromemco 115.000

Digital Arts DGS-1.0 AT 35,003

Dubner CBG-2LX prop. 115,000

Tooth 500 P.P. 79.000

Integrated
Technologies AM -Maker AT 40.000

(ITI)

3M Specter 3130 150.000

Pinnacle
Systems

3000 Series prop. 39.503

Quanta Dimension 32 prop. 69.995

Symbolics Symbolics 144,030

Vertigo V-2000 Series vanes 128,000

Wavefront
3130 145,000

Technologies

3D Systems Abound
Whatever the reason that 3D
is not taking off quite as fast
as many had hoped it would,
it is certainly not because of a
lack of modeling and anima-
tion systems to choose from.
Here is a brief summary of
currently available 3D systems
with an indication of the type
of workstation and general
price range involved. Some
systems, it should be noted,
come already equipped with a
paint package as part of the
basic configuration while oth-
ers require the addition of a
separate module. _

second image IDs, show opens,
and bumps for the station's exten-
sive local programming efforts, as
well as day-to-day news graphics.

Brent Garrett at WTVX is of a
like mind: the majority of the sta-
tion's 3D work, done with a re-
cently purchased ITI AniMaker-
will be for outside commercial cli-
ents, then promotion, then news-
for opens and closes, generic art
and backgrounds, and perhaps
eventually series work, but not for
day-to-day graphics.

"We've been going outside for
station logos until now," he notes,
"but I expect we'll be able to do
most of that work in-house now.
But the majority of our news

graphics will be done with a paint
program, and fed to our ADDA
still store through a Microtime
Genesis 1 digital effects system
and a production switcher." Ani-
mation, of course, is recorded on
tape and rolled to air through the
switcher.

Faster speeds
Stations that have bought more

expensive 3D workstation sys-
tems might disagree with
Brehm's assessment of whether
graphics can be turned around
quickly enough for the evening
news. This is because the more
costly systems produce rendered
frames at greater speeds.

Another solution is that used by
Joe Negri at KMGH: use the 3D
system to create highly refined
three-dimensional stills; or else
produce animations by using
short 16 -frame loops in which the
action is repeated, rather than
rendering each frame of a se-
quence separately.

"We had a particular problem,"
explains Negri, who was initially
called in to beef up KMGH's
graphics to help overcome a sag-
ging ratings problem. "We wanted
to be able to create realistic -look-
ing objects for reporting on stories
such as the space shuttle, aircraft
hijackings, and the like. And we
wanted to be able to do three-di-
mensional logos. Plus we wanted
a system that would also allow us
to provide the three-dimensional
shapes with the kind of variety
that can be achieved through tex-
ture mapping-projecting a two-
dimensional image onto the three-
dimensional surface.

"For example, we had a story
about a school -bus falling off a
bridge. We wanted to actually
show it happening-in 3D-not
just a pretty painted picture.
Three-dimensional graphics
really helps the public understand
what you're trying to portray."

Negri estimates that 80 percent
of his department's work is for
news, and that 30 to 40 percent of
the work is currently devoted to
3D. Typical creation time for a
"quick" graphic-the kind de-
signed to be squeezed into a box
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The only Painter that can display
these kinds of graphics.

Dubner's DPS-1 Painter can store, paint and
manipulate a frame of real video. All this and more
for $20,000.

Designed to meet the needs of broadcast, tele-
production, corporate and industrial users, the
Painter also features: anti-aliased brushes, fonts
and stencils; color and contrast correction; air,

solid, wash, fuzz, averaging, chalk, chrome, pat-
tern and correcting brushes in 32 sizes with 100
transparency levels; millions of colors; X, Y, Z
perspective mapping; 4 -way color ramping, key-
ing; posterizing; embossing; mosaic, magnify.

For more information on the DPS-1 Painter,
call your authorized dealer.

DUBNER
DUBNER COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 6 Forest Avenue, Paramus, NJ 07652 U _501) 845-89(X) TWX 133-184 OFFICES: District of Columbia (301) 622-6313; AtJanta (404) 493-1255:

Chicago (219) 264-0931; Minneapolis (612)483-2594; Dallas/Fort Worth (817)921-9411; Los Angeles (818)999,2303; San Francisco (415) 968-6680. A Grass Valley Group Company.
(Top row, bottom left graphics) Courtesy of Advanced Video Services. Artist: Martin Pisano. (Bottom right graphic) Courtesy of Tsc Video Post and Transfer. Artist: RandyTede.
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VIDEOTEK
TSM -50

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464
(215) 327-2292 TWX 710-653-0125 FAX (215) 327-9295

and only used for one news
story-is 30 to 40 minutes per still
3D graphic. For more polished
graphics, designed to be used re-
peatedly or seen full -screen, Negri
likes his artists to spend 1 to 1.5
hours per graphic. Located in the
station's electronic design center
(EDS), the ArtStar keeps two full-
time artists busy on split shifts,
and is running almost 24 hours a
day between design work and
rendering.

"Our main goal is to take care of
news," Negri explains. But right
behind that comes promotion and
public affairs and special projects.
The station produces 10 one -hour
specials a year, and most of them
require 3D animation. Plus we do
extensive election coverage
graphics on the system."

How does Negri decide which
pieces will get the 3D treatment?
"You design a product to be what
you want it to look like not be-
cause you have a 3D system and
want to put it to use. There has to

be a reason for using the 3D-
something in the material that
warrants it-if nothing more than
simply giving the story extra
depth or a different feel."

Selling a system to
management

Given these reviews from sta-
tions beginning to experience the
realities of 3D, is it likely they
will catch on in the same way as
paint? In some cases, the systems
sell themselves-as was the case
for Garrett at WTVX: "When we
started looking it was for a
weather graphics system-that
had priority over the needs of the
art department. But our news di-
rector went to the RTNDA show
and saw that for the same amount
of money we were going to spend
on weather graphics alone we
could get a full-blown graphics
system. Our management people
went to see the AniMaker and
they were impressed-particu-
larly with what it might do for our

Videotek's new
"no -frills" wave
form monitor
keeps value -
minded engineers
happy.

Get back to basics with
the new TSM 50, the most
affordable 5" waveform
monitor you're likely to
find anywhere.

Right from the box, this
economical, "no -frills"
unit is ready to go to
work. With two select-
able inputs; switchable
FLAT, IRE or CHROMA
filtering and band-
widths up to 6 MHz for
almost every applica-
tion. It's built to be
reliable and designed t
get the job done right.

Don't pay for bells
and whistles you don't
need. See your Videotek
dealer for the happy
details today.

VIDEOTEK
INC.

Designed for real needs.
Priced for real budgets.

commercial clients. So, without
expecting it, I was presented with
the ITI system."

In most instances, of course,
managment has to be sold on the
idea of 3D. For some it will be a
matter of increased station visi-
bility and hopefully better rat-
ings. "3D animation within news
stories gets noticed and gets good
response," notes WOWT's Brehm.
"Animation in bumps gets seen,
but it's the material in a report-
er's package that gets noticed.
Computer animation is still a
mystery to the news department;
but reporters are getting to know
more about it and how to use it
effectively."

Most often, however, a station
is going to buy 3D because of bot-
tom -line considerations. And here
the reasons to rush out and buy a
system are as plentiful as excuses
to hold off. KMGH's Negri cites
just one example: "We just created
a brand-new open for our new four
o'clock news show, and we did it
in-house. It didn't happen over-
night, and it wasn't without prob-
lems. But we did it-a job that
would have cost $10,000 to
$12,000 outside.

"It all comes down to a question
of productivity. Using the elec-
tronic system we can produce
twice as many graphics with the
same people, and can make them
look more and more sophisticated,
more and more polished. Plus, we
can redo things very quickly if
they need changing or updating.

"Finally, there's the pure eco-
nomics of the thing. In a couple of
hours we can model and animate
a client's logo so it never looked so
good-$5,000 to $10,000 in out-
side production work that we can
do right here, in front of his eyes.
We look like heroes-who can ar-
gue with that?" BM/E

About the Author:
Robert Rivlin is president of Rivlin
Communications, a Millwood, NY -
based consulting firm specializing in
video and computer graphics. He has
been the editor of BMIE and VideoPro
and technical editor of Millimeter.
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The,\''Standard Of The
Industry...Townsend
Townsend Broadcast Systems stunned TV broadcasters with the
unveiling of a totally new line of products at the 1987 NAB.

Not only new looks . . . but technology
with a purpose ... to improve the on -air
performance of your statioi.
ters with on -board digital control with
status panels to check overall operation
at a glance. Video cart automation with
foolproof controls for non -technical
operators. All new products built with
American technology and backed by
24 years of proven support.
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DC -80 Video Cart Automation System
Up to 24 transports.
Anti head -clog system.
Software controlled, with host computer.
Eliminates operator errors.
Improves on -air video and audio.
Stereo audio standard.

TB-30TL 30 KW VHF Low
Band Transmitter

Single tube type.
Triode simplicity.

Quick look status.
Memory of last 16 faults.
Redundancy throughout.

On -air reliability.
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There's a new gun in town. A highly automated, cutting edge
studio camera called the Sony BVP-360. In shootouts, it's fast
earning a reputation as a giant killer. Because it makes razor-sharp
pictures that other cameras can't seem to beat.

For ammunition, it uses the remarkable Sony 2/3" Mixed Field
tube. A result of Sony's industry -leading research in High Definition
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Sony Communications Products Company, Broadcast Products Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck NJ 0766e
RD 1987 Sony Corporation of Americo. Sony is o registered trademark of Sony Corporation.



Video Systems. A tube that delivers superior resolu-
tion, registration, and signal-to-noise ratios for the
best picture quality in history.

For a look at the BVP-360. or better, a thorough
evaluation, or better yet, an all-out shootout, contact you
Sony Broadcast representative. Or call Sony at (201) 833-5231.

SONY®



25 x 1 Video/Stereo
Audio Switcher

Datatek's new D-4325 Video/Stereo
Audio Switcher Features:
 Program line quality video and audio

performance
 Two Video and two full performance audio

outputs per channel
 Wide Video bandwidth; high audio output level

capability
Video cable equalizing and vertical interval
video switching
Only two rack units utilize optimum space
Local or remote control panels provide
unsurpassed flexibility-remote control over
coax line

 RS -232/422 control standard

0-4325

 Wire per crosspoint and binary parallel port
control available
All control arrangements are fully operable in
parallel

 Expansion provisions are included

For a descriptive
brochure and
further information
call or write:
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Audio Engineering & Production

It's becoming increasingly clear
that digital audio is more popu-
lar than ever in broadcasting.

At last month's NAB show in Dal-
las, attendees gathered en masse
for live demonstrations at the
Fairlight and New England Digi-
tal (NED) booths. In simultaneous
events, Jan Hammer displayed
his audio -for -video compositional
skills for Miami Vice on
Fairlight's CMI (Computer Musi-
cal Instrument) Series III sound
production system, while NED or-
chestrated a complete voiceover
session with on -the -spot editing
using the Direct -to -Disk record-
ing option for its Synclavier digi-

Digital Audio:
Production

by the Byte

Does the future of broadcast audio
production reside in the digital domain?

tal audio system. At the same
time, crowds filed into the Even-
tide, Lexicon, and Aphex booths to
examine the latest digital effects
processors.

Obviously, broadcasters-and
radio personnel in particular-
are beginning to realize the poten-
tial benefits of digital technology
in audio production. In addition to
providing the cleanest possible
signals to work with, digital in-
formation affords unsurpassed
flexibility and control throughout
the production process.

Not surprisingly, recent inter-
views have indicated a sharp in-
crease in the use of digital effects

By Steven Schwartz

WMMR zookeeper John DeBella
triggering sound effects from his
Mirage-DSK during a recent
broadcast from London.

processors, synthesizers, and CD
libraries over the past year at ra-
dio production facilities. The
trend is expected to continue, with
several stations' production direc-
tors predicting a rise in future
applications of MIDI (musical in-
strument digital interface), a
standard for interfacing one or
more electronic instruments with
a personal computer or with each
other.

"MIDI is the future of produc-
tion in music, in radio-in every-
thing," says James Rosenthal,
production director at KKBQ-
AM/FM in Houston. "It allows you
to chain everything together. So,
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Jon Taylor, production director at New York's KISS -FM, relaxing behind
his Casio CZ -101 and Korg SQD-1 sequencer.

if you have five MIDI keyboards,
you can run them off of separate
channels and control everything
with the computer. It lets you get
things done faster and the way
you want to get them done."

The use of digital instruments
and effects processors in the
broadcast environment also coin-
cides with the recent emphasis on
sophistication in the in-house pro-
duction suite. It wasn't all that
long ago that such installations
were used exclusively for editing
prerecorded material and simple
commercial assignments from lo-
cal advertisers; the majority of
ads were placed by national ad-
vertisers and agencies that
worked out of large recording stu-
dios. With the economic slump of
the late seventies and early eight-
ies, the ratio of radio advertising
shifted from the national to the
local market. Thus, a reliable pro-
duction department became a
valuable asset for stations looking
to attract new business.

Moreover, the radio production
suite is currently playing an in-
creasingly active role in on -air
programming, particularly with
regard to promotional spots and
"morning zoo" shows now fea-
tured on several stations around

the country.

Mirage at the zoo
Song parodies, skits, and hu-

morous banter make up the basic
ingredients of the morning zoo
format. In Philadelphia, WMMR's
morning zoo with "zookeeper"
John DeBella is one of the city's
most popular radio shows. A for-
mer production director, DeBella
uses a Mirage-DSK (digital sam-
pling keyboard) to reproduce a va-
riety of sound effects live on the
air. The instrument was pre-
sented to him about a year ago by
his fans at the Ensoniq Corpo-
ration in nearby Malvern, PA,
and is now his constant compan-
ion in the studio.

The Mirage-DSK uses digitally
recorded waveforms of acoustic in-
struments and other sounds,
which are stored on 3.5 -inch
diskettes; the disks can then be
loaded into the keyboard via its
built-in disk drive. The company
currently offers more than 300
sounds, which are available in
two 10 -disk sets that sell for less
than $60 per set.

"I haven't even started to de-
velop the extent to which I want to
use it," says DeBella. "There's a
way to program it to hold 18 dif-

ferent sounds. What I'd ulti-
mately like to do is to put in a disc
and have it eliminate 18 carts. I
walk into the studio every morn-
ing with about 350 to 400 carts, so
any way that I could cut down
that load would make me very
happy." He further notes that the
station recently purchased a new
sound effects library on CD, re-
placing an older library on analog
LPs. "It was a smart move,"
DeBella remarks. "There ain't
nothing worse than a phone ring-
ing with a scratch on it."

In addition to the Mirage,
WMMR's production director,
Steve Lushbaugh, uses a Roland
JX-10 digital synthesizer to cre-
ate music beds for station promos
and commercials. The JX-10 is a
12 -voice polyphonic keyboard
with 50 preset tones and 50 pro-
grammable settings. It combines
digital and analog technologies by
controlling the analog sound out-
put with digital DCOs and enve-
lope generators.

Lushbaugh uses the instrument
with the optional Roland PG -800
programmer, which enables him
to adjust the JX-10's parameters
via the accessory's slide controls.
"It brings all the parameter con-
trols out to analog sliders and
switchers," he explains. "So, I can
sit here and look for a sound with-
out having to know that putting
such and such a number in on this
parameter will cause this to
change. It allows me to work
really quickly. I can change three
or four things with one hand that
would have otherwise taken 30 or
40 keystrokes to change by push-
ing the buttons on the JX-10's
front panel."

Meanwhile, DeBella points out
that using digital instruments to
create sound effects beds can be
more economical than purchasing
prerecorded packages that may
cost as much as $3000 per year for
licensing. "It doesn't make a lot of
sense to pay someone that kind of
money for something that you can
only use for a year, when, if you
have someone with a little bit of
musical talent, you can make
your own for the same price and
own them forever," he says.

The station has two four -track
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production studios. Each is
equipped with an Eventide H949
Harmonizer, an Otari MTR-12
four -track recorder, and two
MTR-12 two -track machines. The
newer room, which is used for
most post -production assignments
and creating all the music and
special effects beds, features an
Auditronics 341 console with 16
inputs and six outputs; the older
room, which is employed for less
demanding tasks, employs a 12 -
channel McCurdy console with
four independent outputs.

Although Lushbaugh has not
yet employed MIDI in any produc-
tion applications, he expects to
start experimenting with it by the
end of the year (he is in the pro-
cess of shopping for a personal
computer and drum machine).
"Between the two synthesizers, a
MIDI controller, and the
multitracking capabilities we
have here, we will be able to
record some pretty sophisticated -
sounding commercials and music
beds," he says. "Unfortunately,
it's getting to the point where four
tracks is becoming inadequate. I
can do most of what I want like
that, but it's difficult on some
things. I guess I shouldn't com-
plain, though. After all, they did
Sgt. Pepper on a four-track-and
without SMPTE."

Making it with MIDI
In some cases, even eight tracks

isn't enough. At Houston's
KKBQ-AM/F'M, production direc-
tor James Rosenthal is getting
ready to install MIDI patch cables
through the walls of his studio
that will enable him to use the
station's Atari 520ST computer as
a MIDI sequencer (with Music
Studio software from Activision)
for digital instruments that can
be set up in another room.

Rosenthal has only recently
started using MIDI on promo
spots and sound effects beds, and
claims that it will be at least an-
other four months before every-
thing is set up for full-scale pro-
duction. Nevertheless, he has
discovered that in addition to be-
ing able to compose, play, and edit

The ENG-4 Receiver is supplied with a
small monitor earphone and a 1/4 wave
antenna that mounts vertically or at a
right angle.

It's a small wonder!
Big FOUR CHANNEL receiver and TWO CHANNEL transmitter
packed into the smallest packages ever.
The system is designed for ENG broadcast and remote video production
and operates in the VHF band between 165-216 MHz. There are 14 stan-
dard computer selected frequencies available from Telex. The receiver's
simple rotary dial allows quick channel changes in the field. Spring -loaded
battery compartment pops up so battery "sled" can be taken out and
replaced instantly with a spare-reducing battery change downtime to just
seconds. For more information on this "small wonder" write or call today.

ENG-4
Antenna can

be mounted at
a right angle

VV7.40a
is supplied with
belt -pack carrying
case not shown
here

WT -400

TELEX®
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC

9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420  (612) 887-5550
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passages via computer, MIDI of-
fers many other inherent advan-
tages-including the ability to
conserve tracks on a multitrack
recorder.

"A la of times I would MIDI
through several tracks to play
onto two tracks in stereo on our
eight -track recorder," he says.
"That way, what normally might
have taken up six tracks, now
only uses up two, and I still have
six more tracks to use for effects or
other instruments if I need them.
It helps me push the equipment to
its limits.

Rosenthal currently employs
MIDI with two digital synthe-
sizers, a Korg Poly 800B and
Casio CZ -101. The Poly 800B is an
8 -voice polyphonic keyboard with
a built-in sequencer and variable
tempo control, while the Casio
features full programmability in a
downsized package (see "Getting
in synth" section below for prod-
uct description). He also has an-
other mini -key Casio SK -1 syn-
thesizer that is not equipped for
MIDI but does feature low -resolu-
tion, 1.4 -second sampling at 9.3
kHz via an onboard mic, as well as
8 preset sounds, four -note poly-
phonic performance, and 11 syn-
thetic drum rhythms.

For outboard effects processing,
he uses an Eventide H969 Harmo-
nizer, an Alesis digital reverb
unit, and an Aphex Compellor
limiter/compression device-
which is used during the mixdown
to two -track to keep everything at
a consistent level. An Akai/IMC
sampler is currently on order,

while a choice has yet to be made
between the Roland TR-505 and
Yamaha RX-15 MIDI -compatible
drum machines. "It's going to be
great," Rosenthal exclaims. "I'll
be able to do all the cool effects-
reversing, interpolation, flanging,
comb filtering, rescaling, set sus-
tain points. It's all available right
now."

The majority of Rosenthal's pro-
duction work is composed of song
parodies and comedy routines for
KKQB's morning zoo show (which
is simulcast on AM and FM) and
two nationally syndicated
shows-John Landers Hit Music
U.S.A. and The National Comedy
Network with Dr. Dave Colin. The
rest of the time is usually dedi-
cated to creating promos and
other station -related material.

KKBQ has two production stu-
dios, one designed for eight -track
recording and another for four-

track assignments. The newer
eight -track room-which Rosen-
thal uses for most of his work-
features an Otari MX 70 eight-

track recorder and a 24 -channel
Wheatstone SP -5 console with
eight outputs, seven stereo inputs,
and a selectable feature that al-
lows the eight track returns to the
board to double as instrument
inputs.

Meanwhile, the four -track room
has a 14 -channel Ward -Beck con-
sole and an Otari MX 50-50 four-
track recorder.

"I could do everything I do here
on four -track," Rosenthal com-
ments. "In fact, the four -track
room is even better for things like

Z100's J.R. Nelson in the station's production studio with his Roland
Juno 106 above the console.

dubbing because everything is
within reach and all the cart ma-
chines are right there. Having
eight tracks to work with just
makes things more convenient.
But that's about as much as you'll
ever need for standard radio
production."

He has also recently began us-
ing the digital audio capabilities
of his Sony 8mm VCR from home
for dumping audio tracks taken
from television programs onto
two -track for use on the station's
Q -Zoo. "The sound quality is just
so good that it would be ridiculous
not to take advantage of it," he
notes.

Another new addition at the
studio is Firstcom's production
music library on CD; Rosenthal
also recommends the "Digital
Director" series from Media
General.

Still, Rosenthal's strongest en-
dorsement of digital technology
comes as a bit of a surprise. "I'm
not a musician; I can't even sing,"
he confides. "But I listen and I
know production. Mastering the
equipment is the trick, once
you've got that down you're set.
And, with digital equipment, it's
even harder to screw up. My rule
of thumb for being a production
director is to just be creative. If it
sounds cool and hip-that's what's
right. Follow your instincts."

Keys to the city
In addition to their application

in "zoo" production, digital effects
seem to go hand -in -hand with the
high-tech sound of today's urban
contemporary formats. At New
York's KISS -FM, production di-
rector Jon Taylor uses an array of
synthesizers and digital proces-
sors for a variety of tasks, from
generating sound effects to creat-
ing original remixes of records
(usually handled with a couple of
turntables).

Taylor's digital arsenal-which
was compiled within the past
year-consists of two synthe-
sizers, a Casio CZ -101 and a Ro-
land Juno 106, which features a
five -octave range, 128 memory
settings, and sequencing capabil-
ity; a Korg SQD-1 MIDI se-
quencer; two Eventide H969 Har-
monizers; a Yamaha SPX90
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Finally,
day -long
comfort and...

Monaural
Single Side

Shown without
Nylon Comfort
Socks Pranced

clear, two-way
communications
between camera
and director.

This headset series is specifically designed
to provide high quality communication
through camera intercoms in television
studios or remote locations. Telex camera
headsets have sensitive carbon microphones
with a smooth voice frequency range of 300
to 4500 Hz. They offer compatibility with
Western Electric type intercom circuits and
are available with or without push -to -talk
switch for compatibility with most existing
systems. The earphones contain high sensi-
tivity magnetic receivers that can be easily
removed and replaced in the field for con-
venience and economy.
Designed for comfort
All units are designed for long lasting durabili-
ty and lightweight comfort that lasts
throughout a long camera session. The head-
band and earphones have removable, soft
foam filled pads covered in supple
polyurethane that resists cracking even after
years of constant use under hot studio lights
or sunlight. The mike is housed on a boom
that rotates on a swivel ball for full flexibility
in positioning the mike to the mouth, while
giving the user the option of wearing the
headset with the mike on the right or left side
of the head. Washable nylon earphone socks
provide further comfort.

TELEX®
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

9600 Aldrich Ave. So . Minneapolis, MN 55420 U. 6.4 . Telephone. 612-887-5550. 884-4051, telex 29-7053
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digital multi -effects box; a Lexi-
con PCM-60 digital reverb; and an
Aphex Compellor.

Unlike his contemporaries at
WMMR and KKBQ, Taylor does
not do a lot of straight music pro-
duction, and hence, does not fore-
see MIDI playing a major role in
his activities. "I use the synthe-
sizers primarily to create sound
effects," he says. "The Casio, in
particular, is great for laser gun -
type effects that are sort of in
vogue now in hit radio. Occasion-
ally, I might use the Korg se-
quencer for a repetitive pattern on
simple electronic music beds for
promos. But overall, the applica-
tion of having to do something
with music here is very, very lim-
ited. If I were creating 15- or 30 -
second music beds of original mu-
sic that were fully orchestrated, I
would probably want to get into
some kind of MIDI recorder. But
there really isn't any demand for
it in this studio."

One of his recent projects in-
volved spicing up an old promo for
the station that featured a couple
of people shouting "98.7 KISS -
FM." After finding one of the sta-
tion's DJs whose voice closely
matched those on the recording,
Taylor inserted the word
"jammin' " in the beginning of the
spot using the two Harmonizers to
make the single voice sound like a
chorus. "You run one of the Har-
monizers up in pitch and the other
one down," he explains, "and you
get a sort of instant trio as soon as
someone speaks or sings into it.
Then you just overdub that a cou-
ple of times to make it sound like
a whole crowd."

The station has two identical
studios; one is used primarily for
promo work, the other handles the
more routine production assign-
ments. Both rooms are equipped
with 26 -channel ABX-26 consoles
from Pacific Recorders and Engi-
neering, while all recording is
done on MCI recorders (the sta-
tion has a total of five quarter -
inch two -track machines and two
half -inch four -track decks). Taylor
adds that most material is dubbed
directly from four -track to cart us-
ing no noise reduction. However,
to ensure maximum audio qual-
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ity, the carts are run at 15 ips.
Taylor, too, now keeps an entire

sound effects library on CD, com-
piled by the Toronto -based com-
pany Sound Ideas. Although he
notes that CDs offer unparalleled
convenience and sound quality, he
complains that digitally mastered
effects can sometimes sound "too
realistic."

"That can really be a problem
when you're trying to bring out an
effect that can be instantly recog-
nized," he says. "I'm frequently at
a loss for finding things that are
exaggerations of real sound ef-
fects, almost a comical sound.
There isn't enough of that on some
of the CDs I've heard."

In general, Taylor believes that
the trend toward digital effects
will continue to gain momentum
among radio production directors.
"I'm definitely hearing more of it
on the air-and not just in the ma-
jor markets," he observes. "I think
it's because the equipment has be-
come more plentiful and some-
what cheaper. I don't know the
history of digital processing, but it
seems like there's more of it going
around. In fact, in the last year,
I've seen a couple of companies
spring up with people who just
have big voices making a business
on the side of putting out digitally
reprocessed station IDs, which are
really hot now. I think we're hear-
ing fewer jingles on the air-
which used to be all over the
place-and a lot more of the dry
voice -type promo with all kinds of
fancy effects."

Meanwhile, J.R. Nelson, pro-
duction director at New York's
WHTZ-FM (Z100), sees the situa-
tion in a similar vein. "It's just a
matter of coming into the eight-
ies," he says, "although it's some-
times difficult to convince people
that these aren't just little things
that Howard Jones uses to
accompanyhimself. These are ac-
tual tools that can make your life
a lot easier."

In addition to his duties at the
station (which include working on
Z100's successful morning zoo
show with DJ Scott Shannon and
the nationally syndicated "Rock -
in' America" series), Nelson
operates his own syndication corn-

pany as well as a small MIDI -con-
trolled studio in St. Petersburg,
FL, that creates IDs, sweepers,
and promos for about 20 radio sta-
tions and serves as a showcase fa-
cility for Roland digital equip-
ment. The Florida studio is
equipped with several Roland
synthesizers as well as Roland
707 and 737 drum machines, the
new MKS -100 digital sampler,
and an MX -50 interface box,

which acts as a central computer
for changes in tempo, keys, and
pitch.

Nelson also uses a Juno 106
keyboard at Z100, with processing
supplied by an Eventide H949
Harmonizer and a Yamaha
SPX90. "Most people use the
Yamaha presets just as they are,"
Nelson says, "but I go in there and
change everything around so they
don't even sound like the original

-= = =
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For AM, FM, SCA
and TV modulation monitors.

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS... COUNT Oh...
Call (215) 687-5550 or write for more
information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo,
SCA and TV monitors. ELECTINIONIC L41
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 Musicality
 Serviceability
 Low Distortion
 Balanced XLR Outputs
 27dBm RMS 600 ohms balanced
 Cartridge load adjustment
 High Overload Threshold
 Linear Frequency Response

 Reliability
 Low Noise

1 Space Rack Mountable
 Accurate RIAA (+.05dB)
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settings." The main studio at
WHTZ is further equipped with
an MCI eight -track recorder and
an 18 -channel Auditronics con-
sole with four outputs.

Although MIDI is used exten-
sively at the Florida facility, Nel-
son doesn't see a great need for it
at WHTZ, noting: "In radio you do
so much volume that, at this
point, it really doesn't make any
sense for me to have a computer in
here for MIDI because I know
what I want, and it's easier for me
to punch it up and do it in the mix
than it is to preprogram all that
stuff. When you come right down
to it, all you're really dealing with
is voice and music tracks, so it's
not all that complicated."

Likewise, although he is gener-
ally enthusiastic about the intro-
duction of digital equipment in ra-
dio production, he cautions his
contemporaries against going
overboard with it. "Everybody has
this new technology now, but the
problem is that-just like any

WMMR's production director Steve Lushbaugh sitting behind his Ro-
land JX-10 (and in front of a life-size cutout of John DeBella).

other new toy-after you play
with it a while you get bored with
it. And, when all is said and done,
the production director's job is to
be a producer. That's what you're
supposed to be. You still have to
stick to the basics of what radio is
all about, which is the theater of
the mind. That's probably the

most overused phrase in the
world, but it's so true. You always
come back to what your job really
is, which, essentially, is being cre-
ative and producing."

Digital redoux
Unlike earlier digital audio

equipment that provided high

IMP
AT LAST!
STEREO FIELD MIXING
COMES OF AGE!

For literature and
name of A -T Sound Specialist

CALL 1-800-992-ATUS (2887)

Until you try the new AT4462, you'll
never fully realize what other mixers
put you through, just to get a stereo
signal on tape, on film, or on the air.
Because simply adding pan pots or
another output to a mono mixer is not
enough for today's stereo.

Field Tested and Refined
We went to network and independent
broadcast engineers, and leading film
and A/V audio people to learn your
problems and needs first-hand. And we
returned again and again to test our
solutions. These tough critics agree
that the new AT4462 sets up far faster,

provides better signal control, and
results in better audio...even in the

hands of inexperienced personnel.

NEW AT4462
STEREO FIELD MIXER

WITH EXCLUSIVE
MODU-COMMT"

Introducing ModuCommTM
The AT4462 is designed for the real
world. For instance, let's assume you're
doing a simple sports remote. You set
up microphones for the sportscaster
and the color announcer, plus a stereo
mike for the ambient crowd noise.
Normally you would also have to run a
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performance at equally high
prices, today's digital instruments
and effects processors accommo-
date a wide range of applications
and budgets.

The multitude of digital effects
processors currently on the mar-
ket runs the gamut from straight-
forward preprogrammed reverb
units to ultrasophisticated, multi -
effects systems. Lexicon's new
480L digital effects system, for in-
stance, is the product of two year's
research and development. De-
signed to meet audiophile speci-
fications, it features an expand-
able architecture incorporating
high-speed processors that per-
form 16 million operations per
second for creating "reality -
based" reverberation as well as
Dopler flyby effects and reverse
sampling. Other features include
time -based effects, 18 -bit equiva-
lent analog -to -digital conversion,
analog and digital I/Os, and
multitasking capability that per-
mits users to run two different

programs simultaneously.
The 480L allows up to 50 user

setup programs to be stored on a
removable cartridge with addi-
tional nonvolatile storage for 50
more inside the box. Furthermore,
it can be fully automated via the
Lexicon Dynamic MIDI ports or
accessed with the optional Lexi-
con Alphanumeric Remote Con-
trol (LARC).

At the same time, Yamaha's
MIDI -compatible SPX90 digital
multi -effects processor provides a
healthy assortment of signal pro-
cessing capabilities at a suggested
list price of $775. It features 16 -
bit linear digital -to -analog (D/A)
conversion and 30 ROM preset ef-
fects, each with up to nine control-
lable parameters. At the same
time, the unit's RAM memory al-
lows users to store 60 customized
settings with English -language
tags (as opposed to numeric
codes). Effects include: reverb, de-
lay, modulation (for stereo flang-
ing, chorus, tremolo, and phasing

effects), gating, compression, pro-
grammable automatic panning,
vibrato, parametric EQ, and a
"Freeze" mode for 500 -millisecond
sound sampling.

Digital reverb units comprise
the majority of digital effects pro-
cessors on the market today; most
are MIDI compatible and use
high -resolution, 16 -bit D/A con-
version. The PRO -Verb from the
Rochester, NY -based Applied Re-
search & Technology fits that de-
scription. Although it is not pro-
grammable, it provides 100 stereo
presets (50 natural reverb and 10
each for gated, reverse, chorus,
echo, and delay effects) in a soft-
ware -based system that will be
compatible with future upgrades.
The Midiverb II from Alesis simi-
larly features 99 presets, any of
which can be assigned to 32 MIDI
patch points for custom control in
MIDI applications, as well as in-
put, mix, and output control
knobs.

Meanwhile the Eventide Har-

wired or wireless feed to the sports-
caster for his cue phone.

But with the AT4462 and Modu-
Comm, cue is fed through the an-
nouncer's mike cable already in place.
Add a small accessory decoder to the
end and plug both the cue phone and
the microphone into the same cable.
Cue can be program, an outside line, or
"talk over" from the mixer. No extra
wires, no crosstalk, and no change in
audio quality! Nothing could be simpler
or more efficient

Now, No -Fuss Stereo
Actual stereo mixing is equally straight-
forward. The sportscaster and the color
announcer in our example appear on
separate pannable inputs so they can
be centered as desired in the sound
field. The stereo crowd pickup goes to
a stereo input, with clutch -ganged
controls for one -hand level control.
And there's a second stereo input
for another mike or line level source

(a second field mike perhaps, or fir
pre -show interviews on tape).

True Stereo Limiting
Plus LEV-ALERT'
Adjustable limiters can operate in
tandem, or incividually as you prefer.
And our Lev -Alert system can give you
peak level audible tone warnings in
your headphones when you can': watch
the VU meters. Trust Lev -Alert to keep
your standards high. even when it
isn't easy!
Take A Close Look
When you examine the new AT4462

True 60011 MODU-COMM '
Stereo/Mono Mic/Line Mic/Line Switch 20 dB Pad Line Level Limiter Level

Outputs Level Out on All Inputs on All Inputs Adjust Adjust

Phantom
12V Power

for All Inputs

All Inputs and Outputs
Transformer -Coupled

Flat/Lo Cut
Filter on
All Inputs

9V Internal Batteries (31 Strap Bracket
Protects Face

you'll a host of other features to
help VOL do your job: Cue on every
channel ..Separate headphone ampli-
fier...Phantom power for all types of
m_kes...Three-frequency tone oscilla-
tors...Slate mike...Supplied carrying
strap arxi protective case...Powered
either b7 internal 9 -volt batteries or any
external 12-18 VDC supply, any polarity.

A New Era in Stereo Begins
We've n_ade the new AT4462 a working
tool tha- helps you and your staff take
full advantage of the production values
stereo has to offer. And a hands-on test
will quickly prove it. To learn how the
AT4462 can help you create better
audio every day, call or write us now.

aucho-technica
1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224  (216) 686-2600
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Otari's compact

EC -201 SMPTE/EBU time -

code reader is a natural for
field or studio operation, and
it costs only $495. It offers
1/20 to 60X playspeed read-
ing, 40 hour continuous use
on battery power, and re-
shaping circuitry on the loop
output.

This advanced reader
features a full hexidecimal
user bits display (with a hold -
button for edit logging), a
-10 to +10 dBV input range,
balanced XLR inputs/out-
puts, and includes an AC
adapter, belt clip and batter-
ies. It measures 1.5" x 4.2" x
5" and weighs 18 oz.

Contact Otari at (415)
592-8311 for your nearest
dealer. From Otari: Technol-
ogy You Can Trust. Otari
Corporation, 2 Davis Drive,
Belmont, CA 94002.

TIME OUT!

Digital Audio

monizer is probably found in more
radio stations than any other ef-
fects processor. There are cur-
rently two models available: the
H949 and H969 with 16 -bit linear
PCM (pulse code modulation) cir-
cuitry. Features common to both
units include: pitch change (one
octave up, two down), time com-
pression and expansion, variable
delay and reverb effects, elec-
tronic flanging, time reversal
(i.e., backward read out), and a
repeat mode that plays back a
400 -millisecond segment indefi-
nitely. The H969 further adds 12
instant pitch change presets as
well as the added ability to pitch
down more than three octaves),
independent pitch and delay read-
outs, dual concentric coarse and
fine adjust control pots for pitch
and delay, five delay presets, and
a preamplified front panel input
and headphone jack.

Eventide's marketing manager,
Beth Babich, attributes the use of
digital processors in radio as a
sign of maturity in the market-
place, and points out that such
equipment gives stations a dis-
tinctive, identifiable sound that
also provides a competitive edge.
"Stations are definitely making
an effort to sound different from
one another," she explains. "And
these processors are helping them
accomplish that. They're also very
useful at smaller stations that
have a limited number of DJs, in
that they can alter voices in
promos and ads to add variety to
the programming. Generally
speaking, radio is just becoming
more sophisticated."

Getting in synth
The primary function of elec-

tronic instruments in radio pro-
duction is to create music and
sound effects beds-although they
may also be used for song parodies
and commercials. Programmable
synthesizers that allow users to
store settings on disks or RAM
cartridges are extremely popular,
while keyboards employing digi-
tal sampling of natural sounds are
coming into vogue as well.

On the high end, instruments
such as Fairlight's CMI Series III
and NED's Synclavier are actu-

ally self-contained digital audio
production systems. Like much of
today's digital gear, both systems
feature modular, software -driven
designs that allow for compatibil-
ity with future upgrades. The
Fairlight combines 14 megabytes
of waveform RAM for more than
2.5 minutes of sampling at 44.1
kHz with SMPTE-based timecode
synchronization, 16 internal
voicings that can be accessed
simultaneously, and a graphics
pen for quick operation and menu
access. Upcoming options will in-
clude two hours of sound storage
on hard disks and up to 80 chan-
nels of digital audio provided by
additional expansion racks.

The Synclavier similarly. fea-
tures stereo and polyphonic sam-
pling of up to 100 kHz per channel
with 16 -bit resolution, digital syn-
thesis, SMPTE synchronization,
as well as optional Direct -to -Disk
multitrack recording and engrav-
ing -quality music printing.

Although the capabilities of
such systems exceed most broad-
cast production-and budget-
ary-requirements, they provide
some indication of the future di-
rection of audio technology. The
concept of "tapeless" recording
(i.e., the recording and manipula-
tion of digital audio signals on
hard disk), in particular, is al-
ready a subject of considerable
speculation and controversy
among broadcast engineers.

Meanwhile, new digital sam-
pling keyboards such as Roland's
S-50 and the Emax from E -mu
Systems (both priced at under
$3000) incorporate many of the
successful design parameters and
specifications of earlier, more ex-
pensive models. The S-50 is a soft-
ware -based, 16 -voice polyphonic
keyboard that offers 14.4 seconds
of sampling at 30 kHz (28.8 sec-
onds at 15 kHz). It features a 61-

note (five octave) range, two 256K
word memory banks, wave data
and tone parameter edit func-
tions, and a built-in 3.5 -inch disk
drive for sample storage.

Following in the footsteps of its
predecessor, the popular Emu-
lator II, the Emax offers six differ-
ent sampling rates from 10 kHz to
42 kHz (19 seconds at the stan-
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dard 28 kHz rate) with 12 -bit lin-
ear resolution. It further allows
up to 122 individual samples to be
assigned to the keyboard at any
one time and permits users to
combine whole samples or parts of
different samples to create new
sounds. Other features include a
five -octave range, multitrack
MIDI sequencer, arpeggiator, and
an RS -422 port for high-speed
data transfer.

For general production applica-
tions, digital synthesizers offer a
variety of options, including pro-
grammability, key size, number of
octaves, MIDI capability, poly-
phonic or monophonic perfor-
mance, and effect range-to name
just a few. One digital keyboard
that seems to have carved out a
niche for itself with in-house pro-
duction departments is the Casio
CZ -101.

This mini -sized, portable MIDI
synthesizer features 49 keys,
eight -note polyphonic perfor-
mance, and 32 built-in sounds (16

factory presets, 16 internal RAM
settings). Voices are created via
the Casio -developed PD (phase
distortion) sound source system,
which distorts the phase angles of
sine and cosine waves for more re-
alistic effects. Eight -step envelope
generators provide total user con-
trol over timbre, volume, and
pitch, while program data may be
stored on RAM cartridges or
placed into any of the 16 internal
RAM settings. The unit accepts
both AC and DC power supplies
using six D -cell batteries (re-
quired for memory backup) or an
AC adapter.

Another major electronic key-
board manufacturer, Yamaha,
has recently introduced two new
digital synthesizers that feature
upgrades on the basic architec-
ture of its popular DX7. The
DX7IID and DX7IIFD both em-
ploy dual six operator, 32 algo-
rithm FM tone generators (as
found in the company's DX1 and
DX5 keyboards); the DX7IIFD

further comes equipped with a
3.5 -inch floppy disk drive for stor-
ing program data as well as MIDI
data from sequencers and other
instruments.

Both DX7II keyboards feature
random pitch shift, in which the
pitch of each note is slightly and
randomly detuned to simulate the
sound of several acoustic instru-
ments playing the same note at
different pitches. Furthermore,
voice storage in the new key-
boards is double that of the DX7,
with 64 voices stored internally
and another 64 on each external
RAM cartridge. Other features of
the DX7II series include ex-
panded performance memory,
which, in addition to storing the
necessary program data, allows
storage of all pedal, mod and pitch
wheel, pitch bend, and other func-
tion data for each voice; 11 preset
tunings; left and right outputs
with panning capability; exten-
sive MIDI implementation; and
two foot pedals. BM/E

NEW!!
SATELLITE

EQUIPMENT
The PSA-35A Portable Spectrum Analyzer accurately measures wideband signals

commonly used in the United States and European sateltite communications industry.
The PSA-35A frequency coverage is from less than 10 to over 1750 MHz, and from 3.7 to
4.2 GHz. The PSA-35A features switch selectable sensitivity of either 2 dB/div or 10
dB/div. The portable, battery or line operated PSA-35A Spectrum Analyzer is the perfect
instrument for the critical dish alignment and tracking requirements necessary for
maximum signal reception. $1965

AVCOM's Single Channel Per Carrier Receiver, model SCPC-2000E. has been
developed for the reception of FM SCPC signals from satellites operating in the 3.7 to 4.2
GHz band. The SCPC-2000E is a complete receiver that can tune up to 4 specific crystal
controlled audio or data channels from a given transponder and is available in either wide
or narrow band models. Optional circuitry is available to allow up to 8 crystals for channel
selection. The SCPC-2000E may be used with the SS -1000 Slave for simultaneous
reception of additional channels. $1875

The AVCOM COM-96T Profesional Receiver is compatible with all C and Ku band
LNB's and BDC's that operate in the 950 to 1450 MHz range. The COM-96T provides
complete 4 and 12 GHz performance in one system.

The COM-96T is a high performance, fully agile, dual conversion satellite receiving
system for demanding commercial applications. Modular circuit packaging results in a
compact and highly reliable Ku and C band receiver in a standard 19" rack mount
configuration. Highly stable oscillators eliminate frequency drift and allow operation
over wide temperature ranges. Special threshold extension circuitry offers superior
video quality. The COM-96T may be ordered with optional threshold peaking and dual IF
filters for receiving international type transponders. $939

Al/COM RICHMOND,
500

VIRGINIA 23236
TELEPHONE 804-794-2500 TELEX 701-545 FAX 804-794-8284

A SIGHT
FOR SORE EARS.

If ears could talk, they'd scream for SONEX.

The only patented acoustic foam with a
specially sculptured anechoic design can
replace traditional studio materials for a
fraction of the cost. SONEX absorbs sound,

controls reverb, eliminates stray reflections, and kills standing waves.
What's left is true sound. Your ears know. Listen to them. Simple to
apply and economical to buy, SONEX blends with almost any decor
and looks clean, sharp, professional. Call or write us for all the facts
and prices.

SONEX is manufactured by dlpha0udlo®
Illbruck and distributed 2049 West Broad Street
exclusively to the pro sound Richmond, Virginia 23220 (804) 358-3852

industry by Alpha Audio. Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry
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Dependable VHF Vansmitters
from a Dependable Source. NEC.
The PCN-1400 Series transmitters feature high performance exciters,
high power transmitter amplifiers, superior reliability, excellent stability
with power ranges of 1 to 35kW, in band Ito band III. 100% solid state
to 10kW; only one tube to 35kW. A 30% reduction in exciter parts
means you get a 50% increase in MTBF-30,000 hours. It's ready for
stereo without modification. NEC is a leader in today's transmitter
industry, with over 1400 installations worldwide. Each
one carries NEC's commitment to excellence. For NECtoday, and tomorrow.

IMAGINE WHAT WE't L DO FOR YOU
NEC AMERICA, INC., Broadcast Equipment Division

1255 Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191
Phone 312-860-7600
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Broadcast Management

Smart TV
An example of the advanced

graphics capability of the
BTS FGS 4500.

The BPMEIBDA Seminar scheduled for Atlanta, June 10
to 14, will provide direction for broadcast

managers and others pursuing the smart way to implement
promotion and design into an intelligent operation.

The
important considerations

in broadcast design and pro-
motion are often very diffi-

cult to target effectively. Espe-
cially when the sights keep
moving. Addressing the questions
raised in the various aspects of
the broadcast design world, as it
speeds so merrily on its ballistic
path, is the essential raison d'être
for the BPME/BDA Seminar.

Learning the techniques and
strategies employed by colleagues
is an essential function of these

By Tim Wetmore

conventions, as is keeping up to
date on the latest hardware and
software developments. This
year's confab, held in the Atlanta
Market Center and connected to
the Peachtree Plaza Hotel via a
skybridge, will not dissapoint.
There are more booths (possibly
up to twice last year's number of
70) and of a larger size than ever
before. In addition, there will be
sessions aimed at solving the
many problems encountered by
broadcast designers on a daily ba-

sis (see accompanying program).
Specifically, the BPME/BDA

workshops will elucidate the vari-
ous ways to approach promotional
concepts and how to execute those
concepts. There will be 40 work-
shops, some running continu-
ously, and simultaneously, a
number of which are hands-on
sessions.

In addition to the workshops
and seminars, there will be no
dearth of distinguished speakers
in Atlanta. These include Chuck
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Jones, famed animator of Bugs
Bunny, Road Runner, and many
other famous cartoons. Also on
hand will be Martin Holbrook,
formerly with Quantel and now
on his own, showing footage de-
picting the history of European
broadcast design titled, "The
Changing Image, Then and Now."
Adding his name to the list of lu-
minaries will be David Banel, edi-
tor of Publisher Magazine.

Banel will be speaking on
Desktop Publishing, a discipline
whose meteoric rise in capabili-
ties in recent years has drawn
great attention. It is this three -
session topic, sure to be of interest

to both BPME and BDA attend-
ees, that will demonstrate to
broadcast designers the future of
computers interfacing with other
equipment in the plant. This new
opportunity is expected to provide
dynamic tools for internal com-
munication involving multitask -
kinds of computer systems for the
television station of the future.
BDA Seminar Chairman, Paul
Sidlo, indicates strongly, "This
may be the major theme for the
coming years."

Attendees will also see at the
conference many new exhibitors
offering quality, low-cost paint
systems. Recognized as another

strong current in the future of de-
sign, more quality at lower cost is
on everyone's mind. Sidlo sees
this occuring because "there is a
hardware revolution going on, not
necessarily in new technology,
but in new economy. As the cost of
equipment comes down, it allows
small -market stations to buy the
high -end paint systems permit-
ting a growth in sophistication
throughout the station market
spectrum." In regard to the ad-
vancing of technology, there will
be a number of workshops on the
digital design studio, taking ad-
vantage of multilayering effects
without loss of quality. BM/E

Seminar Agenda

Wednesday, June 10
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Registration
3:00 to 4:30 p.m.

Teaching and Evaluating Design
(Russ Smith, BDA)
4:45 tO 5:15 p.m.

BDA Members Welcome Meeting
6:00 to 7:30 p.m.

Opening Reception, Exhibit Hall

Thursday, June 11
9:30 tO 10:45 a.m.

What's New in Technology?
(Rodney Stock, Computer Arts Institute)

Illustration for Storyboarding
(John Townley, CCP)
2:00 tO 3:15 p.m.

Desktop Publishing, Part I: What's It All About?
(Noel Travers)

Cable In -House Design
(Paul Sidlo)

3:30 to 5:00 p.m.
Desktop Publishing, Part II: The Software

Psst! How's Your Portfolio?
(Elaine Sorel)

5:15 tO 6:30 p.m.
Designing a Sound Image

(Crit Harmon, Soundtrack Studio)
Desktop Publishing, Part III: User Groups

Friday, June 12
8:30 tO 9:45 a.m.

Claymation
(Mark Gustafson, Will Vinton Studios)

Weather Graphics
(Eddie Terrell, Weather Channel)

10:00 tO 11:00 a.m.
The Changing Image: A History of European Design

(Martin Holbrook)

11:15 to 12:30 p.m.
The Digital Design Studio

(Tony Redhead)
Small Budget Set Design

(Dave Joeris and Wiley Schmidt)
2:00 to 3:30 p.m.

Atlanta in Print
(Jackie Goldstein, Turner Broadcasting)

Using a Multimedia Approach
(Broadcast Arts, Olive Jar, Colossal Pictures, Will Vinton

Studios)
3:45 to 4:45 p.m.

The Tire Kicker's Guide to Computer Graphics
(Glenn Entis, Pacific Data Images)

Creating a Winning Promotion & Design Team
(Elaine Sorel and Mike Berry)

5:30 tO 7:00 p.m.
BDA Awards Reception

7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
BDA Awards Program

Saturday, June 13
10:00 tO 11:15 a.m.

The Do's and Don'ts of Post Production
(Billy Pittard, Post Group)

Union Relationships
(Paul Sidlo)

12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
BDA Honors Luncheon

(Speaker: Chuck Jones, Warner Brothers)
3:30 tO 4:30 p.m.

Design
(Randy Roberts)

Sunday, June 14
8:00 am to 1:00 p.m.

Everything You Need to Know About Post Production
(Richard Thorn, Post Group)
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Nowyoudorit have to be rich
to setts

With most character generators, the possibilities
start at point A and end abruptly at point B. Increasing
your equipment's level of sophistication with add-on
graphics or paint capabilities can cost a bundle. So
can upgrading to a whole new system. Until now.

Introducing the D-6000 Panther, from 3M. It's a
character generator, graphics generator and paint
system, all rolled into one. Yet it's priced to compete
with a mid -line character generator.

Quite simply, it expands the realm ofthe possible.
With the Panther, you can grab and digitize any
image using a black & white copy camera. Paint in a
little color. Roll or crawl over video, or roll the entire

Broadcast and Related Products Division/3M

screen. Create and animate a logo or fonts. And you
can control all this from either keyboard or digitizer
pad and stylus. Or both.

Best of all, the Panther increases in sophistication
as you do. And it does much, much
more. Find out about it.

Send for a free brochure. Mail in
the Reader Service Card, or call
1-800-328-1008. Because with 3M's
D-6000 Panther, you get more than
just a character generator,

You get a whole new animal.
Logos shown are not meant to imply endorsement.

Circle 134 on Reader Service Card



LEASING'S GREATEST HITS
Like music, equipment leasing and radio
were made for each other. The fact is
over 80% of American businesses lease
the equipment they need - radio sta-
tions included.

There are a number of important rea-
sons why leasing works to your advan-
tage - from no down payment to

improvement of cash flow. There are
also a number of reasons why you should
consider leasing through LeaseAmerica
- including knowledge of and a commit-
ment to the radio industry.

Call LeaseAmerica next time you need
equipment. We'll structure a program
that'll be music to your ears!

FOR A FREE BROADCAST INDUSTRY LEASING BROCHURE

CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-553-7287. IN IOWA CALL 1-800-332-5342.

LA
LEASEAMERICA

A Life Investors Company

Circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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Leasing
11

Creative answers to difficult questions. That's what
is needed in the broadcast industry as it

struggles to its feet. Leasing may be one of the
creative answers to the question

of how best to update broadcast hardware.

By Tim Wetmore

hen an industry slows
down, both vendors and
purchasers suffer.

When solutions to the slow -down
are discovered, both parties bene-
fit. Given the lethargic state of re-
covery the broadcast industry is
now experiencing, leasing equip-
ment could be the way for both
television and radio broadcasters
to stay competitive and for equip-
ment manufacturers to build their
businesses. Although it is true
that leasing high -ticket equip-
ment items has long been a man-
agement practice, in today's
broadcast reality the leasing op-
tion takes on new dimensions.

Competition in broadcasting
markets continues to get more in-

tense as the years pass, bringing a
greater number of entertainment
variables into the industry, forc-
ing the broadcaster to stay ahead
of, if not at least in step with,
those other entities that demand
the time of the viewer/listener.
After all, it is time that is sold by
broadcasters, and a station can't
sell time at a premium if it doesn't
possess a significant audience
share. How to maintain one's au-
dience, while at the same time
contending with an industry
squeeze, becomes the broadcast-
er's overriding concern.

Addressing the industry's con-
cerns while staying competitive
means that station management
must aspire to the purest equilib-
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rium between programming and
talent costs, labor and equipment
expenses. Perhaps the most criti-
cal decisions in maintaining the
complex balance are delivered on
the subject of equipment acqui-
sition.

Reasons for this abound, but
most acutely encompass the de-
tails of keeping the station's news
and production on a par with the
best in the industry, requiring the
management of cash flow in the
most meticulous manner. In the
face of such challenges, all financ-
ing options must be considered.
Arguably, equipment costs can be
handled in a much more flexible
manner than can those expenses
associated with talent and pro-
gramming. And this, from station
management's perspective, is
what leasing is all about: manag-
ing cash. As the saying goes, "You
don't lease to save dollars, you
lease to save cash."

ing to the buyers' needs. In addi-
tion, in some cases, and with cer-
tain leases, the payments may be
treated as a pretax operating ex-
pense. In other situations, the
lease may work, in effect, more
like a loan. Perhaps of most value,
though, in leasing is the ability of
the manager to see exactly what
expenses will be over the term of
the lease, allowing accurate pro-
jection of cost and profitability.
This includes the benefits to cash
flow and keeping bank lines of
credit intact to meet short-term
needs and emergencies.

The leasing relationship
Many broadcast hardware

manufacturers are very active in
the leasing of their equipment. Of
note in this regard, due to their
size and longevity in the market-
place, is Harris Corp. Harris,
which handles its television and
radio sales forces separately,

"Most fundamentally, leasing must be viewed
as an alternate means of financing, often

requiring no money down and offering 100
percent financing."

Leasing, it must be kept in
mind, is not a panacea. It works in
certain financial situations at cer-
tain times. Also, not all equip-
ment manufacturers have agree-
ments with leasing companies,
and not all leasing companies will
handle broadcast gear due to its
high cost and early obsolescence.
In other circumstances, it may be
more expensive to lease than to
purchase. Of course if short-term
solutions provide answers to hard-
ware questions then the excellent
equipment rental houses, such as
Camera Mart, Leaseametric, and
others, will surely be considered.
Still, leasing offers enough valu-
able options to bear looking into
by station managers.

Most fundamentally, leasing
must be viewed as an alternate
means of financing, often requir-
ing no money down and offering
100 percent financing. Other ad-
vantages include flexibility with
the tailoring of size and frequency
of payments manipulated accord-

works with a few different leasing
companies. Brian McCorry, man-
ager of sales finance at Harris,
maintains that the association
with leasing companies "allows us
to offer to customers extended
terms, making it easier for broad-
casters to afford equipment. Ven-
dors typically can't offer the ex-
tended terms or lower rates like
the leasing company. It creates a
good situation where everybody
wins. The broadcaster gets equip-
ment he might not have been able
to afford otherwise and we get a
sale we might have lost."

Some manufacturers find that a
close association with one leasing
company or with several does not
serve them well and does not fit
into the organization's sales ap-
proach very easily. Others, how-
ever, find that it is an asset to
have an organized leasing rela-
tionship when approaching a sale
at a facility. Harris assumes this
approach, and the company has
demonstrated that it can be bene-

ficial to the station as well.
The question then arises: in

what situation is the best opportu-
nity for a station to lease rather
than to buy its equipment? Are
there types of equipment for
which leasing is the most viable
solution, and is there a dollar
amount beyond which leasing be-
comes most attractive? The an-
swer to these questions can be
found in the triangular relation-
ship of vendor/leasing com-
pany/broadcast facility. In other
words, the answer depends on the
parties involved.

One of the companies Harris
deals with, on the radio side, is
LeaseAmerica Corp., of Cedar
Rapids, IA. A typical radio deal
for Harris may range from
$20,000 to $150,000 with terms of
three to five years. It is in this
financial atmosphere where
LeaseAmerica operates best,
where it has found its business
niche. Due to the internal struc-
ture, the amount of service pro-
vided to an account, and the set of
rates determined by LeaseAmer-
ica, the company has found that it
can specialize in the radio market
and price its programs accord-
ingly. The important elements in
a lease deal include, of course, the
reputation of the vendor and the
leasing company. Part of the repu-
tation should be based on flexibil-
ity of terms in a lease.

It may be useful to examine
how the leasing company operates
and its motives for operating that
way. Dave Harvey, vice president
of marketing for LeaseAmerica on
how and why: "Harris did a lot to
introduce us to the broadcast mar-
ket. When the satellite division in
Melbourne, FL, got us involved in
installing dishes at radio stations,
we investigated the possibilities
of expanding our base into the
broadcast industry. Broadcasters
looked good on financial state-
ments regarding payments, so we
got involved."

The company works with other
vendors as well as with Harris,
and has been involved with broad-
casters for six years, maintaining
16 sales offices throughout the
country.

Primarily, the company keeps
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its broadcast leasing in radio be-
cause of the size of transactions.
The company tends to be most
competitive in rate structures up
to about $250,000.

For LeaseAmerica, as with all
leasing companies, these areas of
specialization become a function
of how the financing company op-
erates in terms of time. Also im-
portant are the number of people
involved in the credit checks and
the ability to analyze all gathered
data. The way LeaseAmerica is
structured, it is more efficient for
the company to do a greater num-
ber of mid -size transactions than
it is to do fewer, high -dollar deals,
though they do not shy away from
million -dollar opportunities if
presented with the proper
perspective.

Leasing companies are not the
only game in town, naturally.
Banks offer loans, and there are
some companies that will service
the financing of their own equip-
ment.

Harris has, in the past, handled
leasing and other financing com-
pletely in-house. The manufac-
turer found, however, that hold-
ing the paper was not using the
company's resources efficiently.
Harris is a manufacturing and
sales/marketing organization, not
a leasing company. The Harris fi-
nancial people realized that it was
less efficient for them to carry the
financing than it was for a leasing
organization. It became obvious
that a relationship with a leasing
company or companies would bet-
ter serve both themselves and the
broadcast customer by making
the financial transaction more
streamlined. When a deal can be
consummated with efficiency, ev-
eryone benefits. Harris has used
leasing companies for years, and
its arrangement with LeaseAmer-
ica for radio equipment is three
years old now.

It should be noted that the com-
pany has exchanges with other
leasing people, and that the essen-
tial purpose of any Lagreement is
to arrange the deal so that all
sides come out ahead. Harris'
McCorry states the benefits of
leasing thus: "Releasing the fi-
nancial reins alsoallows the ven-

UPGRADE YOUR
ENG SYSTEM WITH Mff

If you use 1/2; 3/4" or any combination,
switch to MH and get high performance

and overall cost reductions.
The MIL Broadcast System is designed to enhance your ENG operations.

With product like the AU -400 Camera Recorder that offers a combination of
performance and capabilities never before available on 1/2".

Like multi -generation capability, playback through the view -finder,
4 -channel audio, on -board time code generator/ reader with selectable
user bits and over 20 minutes of recording time on a compatible compact
cassette. Even 90 minutes of operation with the Ann- Field Recorder, Field
Editing and Studio VTR's. Plus performance of such high quality it can be
used as an alternative to 1" C.

And with MII you have low maintenance and training costs. Tape con-
sumption is dramatically reduced. Units are small and lightweight. Cas-
settes and parts inventory are interchangeable. And MIT equipment is 100
percent compatible, so you can interface MU with your present system.

What's more, product is available now.
Find out how you can improve your production quality and cut your overall

costs with the Panasonic MIT
Broadcast System.

For more information call
(201) 348-7671. Broadcast Systemsg

Panasonic

Circe 136 on Reader Service Card
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dor to provide greater flexibility
to the buyer in that the buyer can
step in and say, 'Yes, I'll take this
equipment, but here is the leasing
company or financial institution
with whom I would like to com-
plete the transaction."'

Still, the solid relationship and
comfort that can be achieved
when working with fairly large
dollars makes close arrangements
with certain leasing companies
valuable. At this year's NAB con-
vention, Harris announced a
newly formed association with an-
other leasing company, U.S. Con-
cord, to handle the equipment
manufacturer's television financ-
ing. The reason for using a differ-
ent company for television equip-
ment than for radio is that each of
the two broadcast sectors have dif-
ferent operations and, thus, differ-
ent needs. Therefore, different fi-
nancing programs are required to
service the accounts properly. In
light of this, broadcasters should
be aware of the leasing option al-
ways, and the varieties of leasing
programs, because radio and tele-
vision not only have different
equipment needs but disparate fi-
nancial needs as well.

The distinctions between the
two broadcast sectors is evident in
Harris' use of two different com-
panies and in the dollar amounts
typical of transaction in the re-
spective businesses. In television,
a Harris deal may range from
$400,000 to approximately one
million dollars, with a five-year
term representing the typical
deal. Other companies, like Sony
and Grass Valley, which com-
monly conduct business in such
dollar amounts, have employed
the services of U.S. Concord in the
past. This is due, in part, to U.S.
Concord's abilities to operate most
efficiently in this realm, offering
finance leases that work much
like a loan, whereas other struc-
tures may operate as a true lease
with different tax advantages.

A broadcaster must, obviously,
determine with the financial peo-
ple if leasing will be advanta-
geous to the station's fiscal health
and, if so, what types of lease pro-
vide the most possibilities. The
advantages of true leasing have to

do with the accounting of pay-
ments and obligations in capital-
ization and depreciation. All de-
tails must be reviewed before
deciding which program is best for
the station. This is where flexibil-
ity in a leasing company comes in.
Obviously, if the leasing company
has only one way of doing things,
and it doesn't suit the broadcast
operation, then using that leasing
company may prove to be a disad-
vantage.

"Radio and television
not only have differ-
ent equipment needs

but disparate
financial needs

as well."

The leasing structure
Bob Burtiss, formerly with

Sony and now with U.S. Concord
of Oak Brook, IL, explains his
company's experience in broad-
cast and its philosophy of busi-
ness. "We are a wholly owned sub-
sidiary of Hong Kong Shanghai
Bank, active in broadcasting for
several years. As a service com-
pany we stay flexible regarding
those with whom we deal, but pre-
fer to use the vendor base as a
source of referrals."

Although Concord has four ar-
eas of specialization, telecom-
munications (including broadcast
and teleproduction), medical,
print graphics group, and aircraft,
the company has been involved in
broadcast equipment financing
for eight years now. With four
sales persons throughout the
country dedicated strictly to
broadcast -related financing, the
company has handled everything
from new facility startups to indi-
vidual equipment deals ranging
from $100,000 to approximately
seven million dollars. Officially,
the financing is stated as a fi-
nanced lease with a dollar pur-
chase option having depreciation
going to the end user with fixed
and floating rates available.

As previously mentioned, there

are various ways to structure
leases, depending on the leasing
company and the needs of the sta-
tion. The foundation on which the
lease deal is built is essentially
the same from company to com-
pany; the type of structure you
build on top of the foundation is
where the "personalized ap-
proach" comes into play. In most
leases, the vendor sells the equip-
ment to the leasing organization,
which then, in turn, leases the
equipment to the station. This
makes the leasing company re-
sponsible for carrying the paper,
collecting, and generally execut-
ing the transaction, though re-
sponsible equipment vendors play
a central role.

Epitomizing a flexible business
approach to this area is Charter
Financial, located in New York,
NY. Charles Drucker, director of
marketing for broadcast and mo-
tion picture markets states that,
"we work both with the vendor
and the end user. We like to tailor
a lease program so that the ven-
dor can go in and present the sys-
tem and be able to say, 'Here it is,
and this is what it will cost you
per month."'

Charter concentrates on what it
considers the middle market:
$100,000 to five million dollars.
Typically, they will purchase from
the vendor and hold title until it's
paid off. Also, in rare cases, Char-
ter Financial will allow the client
to put up collateral.

When asked about the attrac-
tion of leasing over buying
Drucker quickly answers, "You
earn income from equipment be-
cause you use it, not because
you own it. This is especially true
in an industry in which obsoles-
cence occurs so quickly."

Charter also likes to have close
associations with hardware man-
ufacturers and has worked out
programs with many companies,
Wavefront Technologies among
them. Such relationships become
particularly relevant in the mod-
ern broadcast plant due to the on-
slaught of software -oriented
developments as opposed to hard-
ware. Will these developments
cloud the clear waters of finance
leasing since there is no actual
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piece of equipment on which to
base the deal? This doesn't pose a
problem, Drucker claims, because
there has to be hardware tied to it
somehow and, currently, when
software only is involved, the dol-
lars aren't high enough for Char-
ter, or other large financing
groups, to react to it. If and when
the numbers grow, expect these
types of companies to be involved.

Harris Rogers of Abekas echoes
this sentiment about leasing in
general. "As the dollar value of
the item goes up, the possibility of
leasing goes up. As a sales orga-
nization, you have to be sensitive
to the buyers' needs. So if the sub-
ject of financing comes up, then
leasing enters the conversation."
Abekas has worked with U.S.
Concord, Signal Capital, Charter
Financial, Leasing Concepts in
Radner, PA, and Phoenix Finan-
cial in New York City.

It must be remembered that fi-
nancing, and terms of financing,
are integral parts of any sale.
How to structure a sale or a lease
can make or break the deal. And,
according to Abekas' Rogers, "It
can be tricky if you are carrying
your own paper. Leasing compa-
nies provide a service in that re-
gard, making it a viable alterna-
tive if outright purchase is not
possible."

For a vendor to carry the paper,
he is risking a great deal on two
fronts. One is that he tends to take
on a lot more than he should just
to make the sale, the other is that
he gets stuck with uncollectables.
What happens is that the sales
figures begin to look rather im-
pressive, but the amount of bad
paper ends up destroying the
profit and this is not good for the
buyer or the seller. Thus the niche
for the leasing companies.

There are many options besides
leasing, of course. Cash purchase
is one option. Bank loans are an-
other. Still a third possibility that
presents itself is a unique twist on
equipment purchase that has
been undertaken by Chyron. In a
hybrid approach to financing,
Chyron has come up with a plan
that combines features of renting,
leasing, and purchasing.

The company sells equipment

STANDARDIZE YOUR
EFP SYSTEM WITH MII

If you use Y2; 1" or any combination,
switch to Miff and get high performance

and overall cost reductions.
The MEI Broadcast System was designed to enhance your EFP opera-

tions. With product like the AU -500 Field Recorder that offers a combination
of performance and capabilities never before available on 1/2".

Like over 90 minutes of recording time even in the field, multi -generation
capability, field color playback, 4 -channel audio, on -board time code gener-
ator/reader with selectable user bits and TBC connection. The Field Re-
corder also accepts compact cassettes from the Mr1 Camera Recorder.
Plus MII's performance is of such high quality it can be used as an alternative
to 1" C.

And with Mff you have low maintenance and training costs. Tape con-
sumption is dramatically reduced. Units are small and lightweight. Cassettes
and parts inventory are interchangeable. And Mil -equipment is 100 percent
compatible, so you can interface MIT with your present system.

What's more, product is available now.
Find out how you can improve your production quality and cut your overall

costs with the Panasonic MEI
Broadcast System.

For more information call Panasonic
(201) 348-7671. Broadcast Systems
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ALL OUR SATELLITE NETWORKS
COME WITH THIS USER-FRIENDLY
SUPPORT SYSTEM.

NOTHING WORKS HARDER THAN
SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA EQUIPMENT.

EXCEPT SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
PEOPLE.

One of the most important parts of a
satellite network is the support team.
And after over 30 years of experience
in satellite communications, we've
assembled one of the best. Highly -
skilled professionals ready to help
you get the most from your system.
Whether you need that help ten days
after purchase or ten years.

TURNKEY SYSTEMS.
As a turnkey supplier, we don't just
sell equipment, we design, manufac-
ture, integrate, and install it. And
before you purchase anything, you

can consult with our project engi-
neers to make sure you get the equip-
ment that best suits your needs. So
nothing is left to chance.

SINGLE -SOURCE SUPPLIER.

From specific components to com-
plete systems, we have a full line of
both C and Ku -Band products that
meet broadcast -quality specifications.
And for total security, we offer address -

ability and signal encryption through
our proprietary B -MAC transmission
system. Everything's available from
one reliable source.

DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE.

At Scientific-Atlanta, we not only
build a better network, we help you

get the most out of it once it's built.
With responsive after -sale support
whenever you need it. From com-
prehensive training programs to the
fastest possible turnaround on main-
tenance, replacement parts and repairs.
We're not satisfied with our satellite
networks until you are. For more infor-
mation, call (404) 449-2314 or write
to Scientific-Atlanta, P.O. Box 105027,
Dept. AR, Atlanta, GA 30348.

Scientific
Atlanta
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on extended terms employing
three different plans. The plans
are applicable to all three compa-
nies in the Chyron group-
Chyron, DSC, and CMX-and can
even include equipment pur-
chased from two or three of the
different companies. For example,
a station may buy a Chyron IV,
graphics equipment from DSC,
and editing gear from CMX, and
put it all on one purchase order
and finance it under one plan.

The plans are based on one
basic structure, explained by
Chyron chairman and CEO, Al
Leubert. "All plans require 10
percent down payment. The
amount of payment and the dura-
tion is what varies. For example,
on the 10-2-57 plan, if there is a
purchase for $50,000, the down
payment is five thousand, two
percent per month is one thou-
sand per month for 57 months.
Two other plans offered are the
10-3-35 and the 10-4-26 for lower -
level purchases."

What this amounts to is an in-
terest rate of a little over 10 per-
cent. The plans, started in August
1986, were designed to allow
salesmen to calculate on the scene
what payments would be for any
given purchase, based on the total
equipment cost. It also permits
salesmen to employ effective
wraparound financing for the
three companies in the group.

As a unique alternative to both
purchasing and leasing, the plan
seems to have been successful.
Put succinctly by Leubert, "We
have sold over 10 million dollars
worth of equipment for all three
companies with this plan since
last August."

If a financing plan, any type of
plan, is successful that means the
smart broadcast manager has also
been successful by taking advan-
tage of it. As leasing programs be-
come more versatile and custom-
tailored to the industry, and the
individual stations within the in-
dustry, look for the recovery to
speed up as equipment manufac-
turers, leasing companies, and
best of all, the stations themselves
benefit from the flexibility of mod-
ern financing options. BM/E
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If you use 1", switch to MII
and get high performance and

overall cost reductions.
The MIT Broadcast System was designed to enhance your studio produc-

tion. With product like the MIIAU-650 Studio VTR that offers a combination of
performance and capabilities never before available on 1/2".

Like over 90 minutes of recording time, multi -generation capability, on-
board TBC and time code generator' reader with selectable user bits, edit-
ing functions, variable speed playback including slow and still, Dolby* -C
noise reduction, and 4 -channel audio. The Studio VTR also accepts com-
pact cassettes from the MII Camera Recorder. Plus Mils performance is of
such high quality it can be used as an alternative to 1" C.

And with MIT you have low maintenance and training costs. Tape con-
sumption is dramatically reduced. Units are small and lightweight. Cassettes
and parts inventory are interchangeable. And MU equipment is 100 percent
compatible, so you can interface ME with your present system.

What's more, product is available now.
Find out how you can improve your production quality and cut your overall

costs with the Panasonic MII
Broadcast System.

For more information call
(201) 348-7671.

Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc

Panasonic
Broadcast Systems
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COMPARED TO OUR NEW
APOCHROMATIC ZOOM, OTHER LENSES

ARE A LITTLE
ROUGH AROUND THE EDGES.

s.

0

Chromatic aberrations. They can cause loss of picture
detail. Color fringing. Poor color registration.

The introduction of broadcast CCD and high
quality tube cameras means compromises
like these are no longer acceptable in zoom
lenses. To meet these new and demand-
ing camera specifications, Schneider in-
troduces the TV -56 APO-VARON 14X
ENG/EFP Zoom.

The TV -56 is a major leap forward in TV
zoom technology. Its true apochromatic design
focuses the image formed in the three primary
color channels in precisely the same image
plane.

The result is rather eye-catching. Both lon-
gitudinal and lateral chromatic aberrations are
significantly reduced. MTF is increased, and
picture quality is greatly enhanced.

NI"

Lightweight and compact W'
housing, the TV -56 is the type of rugged performer

you'll value for other reasons, too.
It has a 2X extender, macro focus, and a

unique servo iris control built into the zoom
pistol grip. The TV -56 is available with posi-

tional servo focus. And the lens accepts a
wide range of EFP accessories, including an

aspheric attachment for superwide fixed focal length.
So if you're concerned about your image, do

something about it. Get Schneider's new TV -56
APO-VARON Zoom.

For more information or a demo, contact:
Schneider Corporation of America, 400 Crossways
Park Drive, Woodbury, NY 11797, (516) 496-8500.

.

Western U.S.A. Service: 861 Production Place,
Newport Beach, CA 92663, (714) 631-7430.

Schneider
KREUZNACH
SHOOT FOR THE BEST.
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Deregulation:
FM Restrictions
and Call Signs

Go Under the Knife
Editor's Note:

Due to the unusually heavy activity in Congress and at the FCC in
the early stages of this new political term, we have decided to provide

additional information beyond our normal FCC column regarding
changes in Washington.

By Harry Cole, Bechtel & Cole, FCC Counsel

The dramatic face-lifting of
broadcast regulation is con-
tinuing its phenomenal ad-

vance virtually unabated. This
month, reports on the elimination
of certain restrictions on the use
of Class A FM channels is ad-
dressed, as well as a proposed
change, which, if adopted, will
certainly be more immediately
noticeable to the listening and
viewing public than just about
any of the sweeping changes al-
ready effected in this decade of
deregulation.

Class A FM restrictions
As most broadcasters are proba-

bly aware, for more than 20 years
the Commission has designated
20 of the 80 commercial FM chan-
nels as Class A channels. That
has meant that stations operating
on those channels were limited to
three kilowatts of effective radi-
ated power and antenna height of
100 meters (328 feet); it also
meant that the remaining 60
channels were reserved for higher
powered Class B or C use. In other
words, there was a real distinction

"The new rules are
also almost certain to

enhance the de-
sirability of Class A

stations."

between the Class A and Classes
B/C, and imposed restrictions
kept them far apart.

While the more limited Class A
facilities were in many situations
adequate to permit the Class A
broadcaster to serve its commu-
nity of license, they often proved
inadequate to meet the compe-
tition from nearby Class B or C
stations. Further, the better the
station's facilities, the better its
ability to serve a wider area than
merely its community of license.
Thus, Class A licensees have occa-
sionally pressed for relaxation or
elimination of the limitations on
their potential facilities.

In connection with Docket No.
80-90 the Commission had taken

an initial step in the direction of
breaking down the distinctions
between FM channels with re-
spect to the classes of station that
could be operated on them. As
part of the deliberations, the FCC
had decided that applicants could
use Class B or C channels for
Class A use. In other words, even
if a full Class B or C station could
not be authorized on a particular
channel in a particular commu-
nity because of minimum mileage
separation considerations, a Class
A station could be established on
that channel as long as it satisfied
the less -stringent separation lim-
its applicable to Class A stations.

Having thus opened all com-
mercial FM channels to potential
Class A operation, the Commis-
sion then moved to the next logi-
cal step: why not open all commer-
cial FM channels to operation by
any class of station? That is, why
not permit Class B (including B1)
or C (similarly including C1 and
C2) stations to operate on chan-
nels previously restricted to Class
A stations, as long as the more -
stringent mileage separations can
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be met. And, in February, that's
precisely what the Commission
did.

As a result, a variety of possible
options are now available in the
FM service. First, existing class A
licensees may be able to upgrade
to a higher class of service on their
present channels. This will, in
most instances, permit them to in-
crease significantly their service
areas, bringing service to audi-
ences beyond the reach of their
Class A signal. Such upgrading
might require a change of trans-
mitter site, in order to satisfy
minimum mileage requirements.

Still, the advantages in in-
creased coverage could be worth

channel classification and orders
the petitioner to modify its opera-
tion accordingly; the NPRM will
also invite interested parties to
comment on the proposal. While
some opposition might be submit-
ted by, say, competitors in the
market who would prefer not to
face an upgraded operation, as a
general matter there are few
available grounds on which to op-
pose this kind of proposal success-
fully. (One such ground does exist
where upgrading on Channel 221
is proposed and where there exists
a nearby Channel 6 television op-
eration. In such instances, the
Commission intends to scrutinize
the proposal closely to make sure

"The Commission is looking to provide li-
censees with greater flexibility in choice of

call letters."

the difficulties encountered. The
new rules are also almost certain
to enhance the desirability of
Class A stations that are subject
to upgrade possibilities, a factor
that could prolong what is largely
a seller's market in FM licenses.
And finally, vacant Class A chan-
nels that might previously have
been written off as unattractive
are sure to be scrutinized closely
for upgrade possibilities.

In order to take advantage of
the new rules, Class A licensees
need not file an application.
Rather, a licensee looking to up-
grade will have to file a petition
for rulemaking in which it demon-
strates that a higher class of sta-
tion could be operated on that
channel at that location consis-
tent with the mileage separation
rules and other related allocation
criteria. Your consulting engineer
should be able to assist you in
determining whether a particular
situation is ripe for upgrading. A
petition for rulemaking is usually
a relatively simple document that
should not take too much time (or
money) to prepare and file.

If it is acceptable, the Commis-
sion's staff will issue a Notice of
Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) in
which it proposes to upgrade the

that the availability of existing
and potential noncommercial edu-
cational FM service will not be ad-
versely affected.)

Once the comments and reply
comments have been submitted
and considered, the staff will nor-
mally issue a Report and Order
that (absent any effective opposi-
tion) adopts the proposed upgrade
and orders the licensee to improve
its facilities.

In revising its rules, though,
the Commission did not change a
couple of related rules. In particu-
lar, it chose to maintain the geo-
graphic zone designations, which
determine whether non -Class A
stations will be either Class B (or
B1) or Class C (or C1 or C2). Also,
it decided to maintain the Class A
power and antenna height speci-
fications of three kilowatts and
100 meters. Some parties had sug-
gested that, to improve the lot of
Class A operators, the Commis-
sion should simply grant across-
the-board power and height in-
creases. The Commission,
however, concluded that it did not
have enough information before it
to make that decision at this time;
in so doing, it left the door open to
the possibility of making this type
of change sometime down the line,

though.
The new rules were to become

effective on March 23. If you wish
to explore upgrading possibilities,
you should contact your consult-
ing engineer.

New call sign rules
proposed

One area of FCC activity that
many observers thought could not
get simpler was the area of call
sign regulation. After all, almost
four years ago the Commission
had substantially streamlined the
call sign process, and things ap-
pear to have been working
smoothly since then. But ever vig-
ilant for more deregulatory pos-
sibilities-and also possibly be-
cause there are fewer and fewer
areas left to deregulate-the
Commission has again turned to
call signs.

Basically, the Commission is
looking to provide licensees with
"greater flexibility in choice of
call letters" and also to expedite
processing of call sign requests.
To those ends it has proposed to
eliminate the requirement that
"conforming call signs" be as-
signed only to a single licensee in
a single market. Historically, the
Commission has held that, where
a licensee has a particular call
sign (let's say, for example,
WAAA), that licensee has an ex-
clusive claim both to that call
sign, and also to identical con-
forming call signs in different
services.

An even more dramatic aspect
of the Commission's overall pro-
posal would be the elimination of
the geographic restriction on the
use of "K" and "W" prefixes in call
signs. Since the earliest days of
regulation the Commission has
used the "K" prefix for stations
west of the Mississippi and the
"W" prefix for stations east of the
Mississippi. Whatever basis that
distinction may once have had,
the FCC has concluded now that
there is no longer any public in-
terest justification for it. As a re-
sult, if the proposal is adopted,
many listeners and viewers are
likely to experience a whole new
call sign sound, as the Ks travel
east and the Ws travel west.
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The final element of the pro-
posal involves call sign swaps.
These usually occur when an ex-
isting licensee in a given market
sells its station(s) to trade up by
buying a better station in the
same market. In such situations,
the licensee would obviously like
to retain its original call sign for
use at the newly acquired station.
However, the FCC's existing pro-
cedures call for the licensee in-
stead to turn in the old call signs
and then apply for them again
when the license assignment goes
through. This process exposes the
licensee to the risk that, before it
can refile for the sign, another li-
censee will request it and, under
the "first come, first served" rule,
will be entitled to it. The Commis-
sion sees no reason not to give the
licensees in such swap situations
the assurance that they can retain
their existing call signs. Accord-
ingly, it is proposing to include
this as an exception to the first
come, first served approach.

The FCC's continuing march
away from anything but abso-
lutely minimal call sign regula-
tion may cause some legitimate
worries among broadcasters. Af-
ter all, a station's call sign is its
name, its public image. The no-
tion of someone else using that
call sign in a way that might con-
fuse the public is a valid source of
concern. The Commission's 1983
decision not to involve itself any
longer in call sign disputes was
bad enough; its proposal to elimi-
nate just about any exclusive
claims to conforming call signs
creates even more potential prob-
lems in this area.

There is, however, a way in
which a broadcaster can secure
some measure of protection
against the unfair use of its call
signs (or confusingly similar call
signs) by other unauthorized par-
ties. The United States Patent
and Trademark Office will accept
applications for registration of a
station's call sign as a registered

service mark. Separate registra-
tion can also be obtained for any
fanciful logos or other designs
that you may have developed in
connection with the call sign it-
self. The registration application
process generally costs in the
range of several hundred dollars
and can take more than a year to
complete. Yet, if registration is
obtained, it is much easier to halt
an infringing use of your mark
and to obtain damages for such in-
fringement. Of course, if you are
inclined to change call signs regu-
larly, without building up any
goodwill in any given call sign,
registration is probably an unnec-
essary expense.

However, service mark reg-
istration is certainly an option to
be seriously considered if you feel
that your call signs are a valuable
asset you want to protect as much
as possible. You should contact
your communications counsel for
more information about the reg-
istration process. BM/E
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New RF
Techniques

Both AM radio and UHF television are benefitting
from fresh approaches to existing technology.

Synchronized AM is gaining new impetus as is UHF
with Klystron developments.

The backbone
of broadcast-
ing, terres-

trial RF, has been
less glamorous
technically in re-
cent years than sat-
ellite networking,
fiberoptics, ad-
vanced automa-
tion, digital modu-
lation, and the
various other excit-
ing developments
that are crowding
the industry's
stages. It is, there-
fore, important to
take note of two
developments in
RF technology that
promise substan-
tial benefits for
both AM broadcast-
ers and UHF
television.

The one area of technical devel-
opment with, perhaps, the broad-
est impact is "Synchronized AM,"
which should be capable of im-
proving coverage for many AM
stations that have reception holes
in parts of their assigned areas.

The other revamped technique
is the Depressed Collector Kly-

Figure 1:Typical block

By Robin Lanier

diagram for synchronous operation.

stron, in the works for a number of
years at NASA and Varian, which
is aimed at achieving a reduction
of at least 50 percent in power con-
sumption by UHF transmitters.

Synchronized AM
Understandably, AM broad-

casters are looking
for any lift they can
get. Some will soon
be able to get assis-
tance from an old
transmission tech-
nique, Synchro-
nized AM, to help
solidify audience
coverage.

The technique
involves the addi-
tion of one or more
auxiliary transmit-
ters, fairly close to
the main transmit-
ter, operating on
the same fre-
quency, and carry-
ing the same pro-
grams (see Figure
1). The auxiliary
unit is typically of
much lower power
than the main
transmitter and is

within the station's assigned cov-
erage area. It is important to note
that, given the crowded state of
the AM band, the auxiliary is not
designed to extend coverage out-
side the station's assigned area.
The purpose of the auxiliary is to
improve reception in sections of
the station's assigned area where
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the signal is below standard.

In Europe, stations have been
using synchronized AM for many
years in their much less crowded
"middle wave" bands, allowing
the use of high -power auxiliaries
to extend coverage over large dis-
tances. Of the half -dozen stations
in the U.S. that have occasionally
attempted to use the technology,
WLLH in Lawrence, MA, has had
an experimental license for syn-
chronized AM since 1937, almost
50 years. The station was origi-
nally licensed to Lowell, MA, but
later switched to Lawrence, main-
taining both cities for its coverage
area. In fact, the two synchronized
transmitters are located one in
each city and the station on -air ID
must read "WLLH Lowell and
Lawrence."

Yet, in spite of the fact that the
FCC has not authorized synchro-
nized AM on a regular basis, it
has issued a Notice of Inquiry
(MM Docket No. 87-6). In asking
for comments toward a rulemak-
ing for synchronized AM, the
dates set for final comments was
May 4, 1987, and, for reply com-
ments, June 3, 1987.

The main impetus for recent ac-
tion on synchronous AM came, in
large part, from the Mass Media
Bureau's "Report on the Status of
the AM Broadcast Rules," issued
in April, 1986. Positive reaction to
the discussion led to the FCC's
work on the Notice of Inquiry.

In the meantime, the Commis-
sion has publicly encouraged AM
broadcasters to apply for experi-
mental licenses, with the aim of
developing technical experience
that will be useful in the rulemak-
ing. Four such licenses were is-
sued in 1986.

Having received such encour-
agement from the FCC, broad-
casters now await support from
the hardware side. At least one
manufacturer has shown a will-
ingness to advance the cause, that
being the Harris Corp., which has
set up a program to develop equip-
ment and systems for synchro-
nized AM. Under the direction of
Robert Weirather, the Harris pro-
gram has given aid to several of
the stations adopting experimen-
tal synchronized AM.

In a paper recently delivered at
the NAB convention in Dallas,

Weirather detailed the main tech-
nical requirements and problems.
The major obstacle is interference
between the signal from the main
transmitter and that from the
auxiliary. Weirather stated that,
"the two signals will coexist in an
area surrounding the two trans-
mitters, while interference is
most likely to be troublesome in
areas in which the two signals are
of roughly equal strength."

To find the area most at risk,
the broadcaster can draw signal
contours for the two transmitters,
or survey the area with field
strength meters. The accompany-
ing drawings from Weirather's
NAB paper (Figures 2 and 3) sug-
gest how this might be accom-
plished in typical cases.

A close synchronization of the
carriers from the two transmit-
ters, with the frequency difference
brought as low as 0.1 Hz, will min-
imize interference effects. More-
over, there are a number of ways
to find frequency references for
the synchronization. According to
Weirather, "These include,
among others, satellite signals,
WWV signals, and FM

Figure 2 & 3: Signal contours for main and auxiliary transmitters in synchronized AM operation.
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transmitters."
For more reliability, however,

most stations are incorporating
ultra -stable oscillators or phase -
locked loop circuits into sync
channels in the STL to the auxil-
iary transmitter. Either fre-
quency or phase synchronization
can be used to get the frequency
offset to the 0.1 Hz parameter,
giving the operation the best
chances for escaping troublesome
interference effects.

Even with such frequency con-
trol there may be a gray area in
which the signal is noticeably de-
graded by interference. The
broadcaster setting up the system
must, in any case, survey recep-
tion conditions throughout the
area reached by the two transmit-
ters, carrying portable receivers
and field strength meters to a
number of locations. If there is a
bad area, but with little or no
present or potential audience, ad-
justment of the system, fortu-
nately, is simplified.

On the other hand, if an impor-
tant segment of the audience is
due to get poor reception, the
broadcaster must try to adjust the
system to minimize the bad ef-
fects. Mark Durenberger of Du-
renberger Technologies in Minne-
apolis, MN, has been working
with several stations around the
country on the adjustment of syn-
chronized AM systems. "One ap-
proach," claims Durenberger,
"has been to set the frequency dif-
ference with ultra -stable oscil-
lators so that the signal rise and
fall can be absorbed by receiver
AGC circuits."

An unknown result in the oper-
ation of synchronized AM is how
it will mesh with a stereo signal.
This will not presently affect any
considerable number of potential
users, with a total of about 300
AM stations transmitting in ste-
reo. If AM stereo began to reach a
substantial percentage of the in-
dustry, its relationship to syn-
chronized AM could become more
important.

These facts underscore the ex-
perimental nature of synchro-
nized AM. Yet, the potential is so
appealing to many AM broadcast-
ers that the problems in the tech-

nique will gladly be addressed by
the industry.

Synchronized in Vegas
At KROL in Laughlin, NV, the

need arose to experiment with
synchronized AM because the sig-
nal from the main transmitter did
not reach Las Vegas, 90 miles
away, adequately. Coverage of the
city was assigned to the station,
and preliminary study indicated
that ground conductivity would be
strong enough to help get a good
signal into town. This analysis
proved to be in error, and the sta-
tion was faced with the prospect of
poor service to a main part of its
coverage area, an area from which
was projected a significant influx
of revenue.

The idea of a low -power auxil-
iary in Las Vegas was, therefore,
attractive. The distance from
Laughlin to Las Vegas made an
elaborate STL necessary, espe-
cially since programs originated
in Las Vegas, which was a fair
proportion of programs aired,
would have to go to the main stu-
dio in Laughlin and back again to
the auxiliary transmitter in Las
Vegas.

Given this situation, KROL was
forced to install a microwave sys-
tem with three hops for each one-
way trip. General Manager Joe
Reynolds reports that, "the ad-
justment of this system is still in
process but hopefully will be com-
pleted during the spring." He adds
that, "interference effects have
been quite noticeable in some
parts of the coverage area, espe-
cially at sunrise and sunset."

Reynolds is purchasing equip-
ment to provide very close sync-
ing, with the expectation that in-
terference effects will be
substantially reduced. The main
transmitter has just gone to 10
kW, and the auxiliary puts out
300 watts by day and 500 watts at
night. In addition, the KROL GM
has applied for permission to in-
crease the auxiliary power and be-
lieves that when the various
changes have been accomplished
he will finally put an excellent
signal into Las Vegas.

A second example in which syn-
chronized AM offered the alterna-

tive to transmission problems oc-
curred in Albuquerque, NM. The
need for the technique at KOB
was the result of the longest -run-
ning contest over an AM channel
in broadcasting history. Hearing
after hearing, lawsuit after law-
suit, 50 kW station KOB and
WABC in New York fought for
more than 40 years over clear -
channel use of the 770 MHz fre-
quency. Finally giving up, KOB
was forced to change its direc-
tional pattern to create a null in
the direction of WABC. This ac-
tion required moving one of the
towers in the directional array.

The null met the regulatory re-
quirement, but it also dropped a
blanket over Santa Fe, the state
capitol and a vital part of the KOB
audience. A low -power auxiliary
seemed an obvious solution. Chief
engineer Gary Diamond set up a
two -hop microwave STL, the first
stage going eight miles to the top
of Sandia Crest Mountain, the
second stage going the final 42
miles into Santa Fe. The auxiliary
contributes just 230 watts, with
diplexing from an existing an-
tenna tower in the center of town.
This power augmentation sup-
plies a good signal in Santa Fe
and meets the legal restrictions
now imposed on KOB.

Surveys of the areas between
the two transmitters are cur-
rently underway. Mark Duren-
berger has been working with CE
Diamond on final adjustment of
the system. And, fortunately for
KOB, there is almost no potential
audience in the worst interference
zones.

As oppposed to the two previous
examples WJNO, in West Palm
Beach, FL, has employed synchro-
nized AM as a positive expansion
step rather than rectifying a
"fault" in coverage. Population
growth in the area is phenomenal,
with estimates coming in at 900
new people every week. Areas on
the fringes of the station's exist-
ing coverage, which used to be
sparsely inhabited, are fast be-
coming metropolitan. The WJNO
management would naturally
gain something by adding these
new listeners.

Chief engineer Dick Lucas is
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New RF Technology

putting in a synchronized AM sys-
tem with an auxiliary transmitter
28 miles to the south. Lucas hopes
to have it installed and running
sometime in May of 1987. He is, of
course, aware of the interference
problem and regards the south-
ward orientation as a trial ven-
ture, a way of finding out how the
technique works in WJNO's set-
ting. If it is successful, he will
seek authorization for additional
auxiliaries to the west and north
to cover population growth; to the
east lies the Atlantic Ocean.

Efficient
Klystrons
for UHF -TV

Every owner of a UHF televi-
sion transmitter would like to re-
duce the amount of electrical
power the final amplifier (most of-
ten a klystron) draws down from
the power supply. A considerable
number of methods and devices
for raising the efficiency of kly-
strons have been developed over
the years, and some have been ef-
fective, within fairly narrow lim-
its. New, high -efficiency kly-
strons are currently promised by
several manufacturers, and they
will no doubt further cut the
power load.

A technology that will provide
major reductions in power con-
sumption, and in a form that has
been brewing in various labora-
tories since the early 1980s, now
appears to be fairly close to a use-
able klystron form. At the NASA
Lewis Research Center in Cleve-
land, OH, H.G. Kosmahl and his
associates worked out the very
difficult analytical problems of
adapting the depressed collector
technique, long used in travelling
wave tubes, to high -power kly-
strons.

The fundamental idea behind
the depressed collector is this: As
the spent stream of electrons
moves toward the output, it car-
ries a considerable quantity of ki-
netic energy. This energy was, in
the standard klystron, lost in heat
at the collector. The multistage
depressed collector is a series of
concentric electrodes at gradu-

ated voltages "depressed" below
the body voltage (hence the
name). By proper geometrical con-
figuration of the electrodes and
assignment of voltages, the series
of "rings" will pick up the electron
stream, converting the kinetic en-
ergy to potential energy, and re-
turning power to the supply.

A major problem of the design is
to avoid "backstreaming"- send-
ing some of the electrons back up
the line-an occurence that is ob-
viously counterproductive. Be-
yond such considerations, the
highest efficiency requires the
smoothest possible collection of
the electrons of various energies
by the appropriate electrodes.
Thus the problem is, to a large ex-
tent, one of trajectories. This
poses the question: How do you
configure the electric fields so
that the electrons are guided ef-
fectively straight forward to the
proper rings in the collector?

Kosmahl's work, reported by
him in detail in the IEEE Pro-
ceedings in November, 1982, indi-
cated that a depressed collector
could be made to work. Earlier
thought in the industry had been
that the backstreaming and tra-
jectory problems would be too dif-
ficult to handle and still bring
about a net gain in efficiency. The
NASA researchers used com-
puter -aided analysis on a large
scale and came up with convinc-
ing figures on the potential of de-
pressed collector rings.

Such analytical success led to a
large-scale development program
jointly sponsored by NASA, the
NAB, PBS, several transmitter
manufacturers, and Varian. The
latter began development under
contract to the group. The stated
objective was a high -power kly-
stron for UHF television that cut
the power load by 50 percent. The
program got underway in June,
1984, at Varian.

E.W. McCune, of Varian, has
reported each year at the NAB on
the progress of the program. He
has also presented papers on the
program at various IEEE meet-
ings; the super -efficient klystron
is not going to spring upon the in-
dustry unheralded. In fact, indus-
try observers agree that one, al-
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ready evident, effect is the stimu-
lation of work under other aus-
pices toward higher efficiency.

A prototype based on the 60 kW
VKP-7555, for 700 to 900 MHz, is
now ready for actual operating
tests at Varian, according to
McCune.

The NAB, under the direction of
chief of engineering Tom Keller,
is now aiding in several engineer-
ing programs with broad interest
for the industry. (One example is
FMX, developed by Keller and
Emil Torick of CBS, which is re-
ported to enlarge the coverage
area of FM stereo stations to get
back the listeners stereo elimi-
nates [see "FMX," BM/E, Sept.
1986, p. 47])

Similarly, PBS has a definite
interest in the new klystron. As
Mark Richer of PBS in Washing-
ton pointed out, "This organiza-
tion has several television sta-
tions operating with UHF on very
restricted operating funds. Cut-
ting the consumption of power in
the output by 50 percent will be of

obvious benefit to them."
It is important to note that the

tube will be generally available
throughout the industry, as man-
ufactured by Varian or under
Varian license.

The development work has sev-
eral interesting aspects, though
this article by constraint of form
can only briefly touch on them.
Shaping the electrodes so that
they produce the right electric
fields, for the right trajectories of
particles, might have taken years
of trial and error without very ad-
vanced computer programming
assistance. To get the particles to
the electrodes smoothly, Varian
used a computer program de-
signed in-house called HGUN.
The software could "draw" the
paths of the electrons with vari-
ous selected electrode geometries
(see Figure 4).

Researchers involved in the
project also had to develop a spe-
cial technique for coating the elec-
trodes with a thin layer of carbon.
A new sputtering device did the

A First
For The
Industry

70,000 watts FM
Continental's new 817R-5 combines
two proven 816R-5 35 kW transmitters
to offer broadcasters many operating
advantages. The 817R-5 uses husky
components and is built to give many
years of dependable service. The first
8I 7R-5 has been shipped to KABL, San
Francisco. For product data, call your

 SCR power control
 Automatic RF power output control
 Automatic SWR circuit protection
 SWR output power foldback
 Remote control interface
 AC power failure recycle
 Grounded screen amplifier
 802A exciter

local Continental Sales Manager.
Transmitters: 1 to 50 kW AM and to 70 kW FM. antennas. studio & RF equipment © 1986 Continental Electronics/6322

-,0a

cArrtiLwtiazi.
a Division of Varian Associates, Inc. PO Box 270879 Dallas. Texas 75227 Ph: (2141 3814161 Telex: 73398 varian
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Figure 4: Electron trajectories in
four -stage 2.4 cm -diameter de-
pressed collector with TWT op-
erating at saturation.

job successfully. The objective was
to reduce the effects of secondary
electrons, knocked out of the
metal surface by the impact of ar-
riving electrons.

As the entire industry begins
its recovery from a severe slow-
down, it seems that the backbone,
terrestrial RF, is leading the way
in strengthening existing technol-
ogy, developing new strategies,
and incorporating advanced
design systems as a way of finding
the right solutions. If the accom-
plishments in synchronized AM
and UHF television are any indi-
cation, these contributions will
help to straighten broadcasting's
sagging posture. BM/E

About the Author:
Robin Lanier, formerly BMIE's se-
nior editor, is now an independent
writer and consultant living in New
York City.
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Minor Adjustments
By Harry Cole, Bechtel & Cole, FCC Counsel

With most of its substantive deregulatory mea-
sures already in place, you might think that the
FCC would have little to do anymore. Think
again. One of the problems with designing a major
overhaul of longstanding rules, policies, and
guidelines is that the results have to be monitored
fairly closely for undesirable consequences.

Obviously, where such consequences arise, ad-
justments have to be made. And sometimes the
problem is not so much in the monitoring of re-
sults as it is in the implementation of the policies
in the first place: while the Commission may be
clear as to what it wants to accomplish, it occa-
sionally is not so clear as to how its goal can or
should be accomplished. A clear example of this
phenomenon popped up recently.

Financial disclosure
First, as anyone who has filed an application

for, say, a new station within the last several
years knows, you don't have to submit an exhaus-
tive showing relative to your financial where-
withal as part of your application. In fact, you
don't have to submit any showing. Instead, you
merely have to put a checkmark in the "yes" box
in response to two questions on the application
form which ask, in effect, whether you are finan-
cially qualified to do the deal you are proposing in
the application.

In the old days, things weren't so simple. Appli-
cants used to have to provide a detailed listing of
their anticipated expenses together with docu-
mentation demonstrating that they had sufficient
funds available from committed sources to meet
those expenses. This "documentation" could be a
loan commitment letter from a bank, stock sub-
scription agreements from shareholders, credit
agreements with equipment suppliers, or other
similar materials. They all had to be submitted
with the application, which meant that they had
to be negotiated, reduced to writing, and signed
before the application could be finally assembled.
Everything that was contained in the application
had to be reviewed by the Commission's process-
ing staff. That alone added to the time required to
process applications.

Moreover, an applicant's financial documenta-
tion was available to competing applicants and
petitioners to deny to review and criticize, which
made the staffs job even more difficult-even if
the staff might have been willing to overlook mi-
nor deficiencies in a financial showing, rest as-
sured that competing applicants would not be so
charitable. Thus, the requirement that documen-
tation of financial qualification be submitted with
the application tended to cause problems and slow

down the processing of applications. Accordingly,
as part of its initial deregulatory approach, the
Commission eliminated the documentation re-
quirement and substituted, therefore, the "certi-
fication" approach.

Now, when the Commission adopted this ap-
proach, it did not intend that applicants would
simply answer "yes" to the financial questions
without having first done all the homework that
would previously have been required of them.
That is, applicants were still expected to generate
their own list of projected expenses, and they were
also still expected to arrange for sufficient financ-
ing, and they were also still expected to obtain
and maintain documentation of these efforts in
their own files. The only di fference was that they
were no longer required to file this documentation
as part of the application.

That, however, is not how a number of appli-
cants apparently have interpreted the new certi-
fication approach. Rather, the Commission has
now determined that "a number of ... applicants
have certified their financial qualifications with-
out any basis or justification." Of course, the certi-
fication process certainly does not discourage that
type of behavior. After all, if the FCC's form asks,
in effect, "are you financially qualified," it should
not be surprising if applicants are reluctant to
answer "no." Further, the form itself was less
than clear as to the assumptions that the Commis-
sion would attach to an affirmative answer. (In-
deed, as we will discuss below, the Commission
continues to be somewhat unclear on this.) But, in
any event, the Commission is not pleased that it is
uncovering so many instances of applicants who,
despite affirmative certifications of financial
qualifications, are turning out not to be qualified.

To adjust for this troublesome glitch in the
deregulatory program, the Commission announced
in March that it is instituting procedures "designed
to detect and deter" false financial certifications.
Those procedures call for the processing staff to
"initiate a program of random checks" of applicants
for construction permits for new broadcast facili-
ties. The Commission has given no indication of
how it will implement this random spot check sys-
tem, although it did say that "where an applicant
has a large number of pending broadcast applica-
tions, the staff may question the validity" of that
applicant's certifications. Applicants who are se-
lected for spot checking will be required to "sub-
mit documentation and information supporting
its certification that it has available the financial
resources to construct and operate the facility for
three months without reliance on advertising or
other station revenues."
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Abuse of process
The real kicker is that failure to make an ade-

quate showing in this regard will raise questions
about whether the applicant has made misrep-
resentations to the Commission and whether it
has abused the Commission's processes. These
would present heavy-duty problems to an appli-
cant because even in this deregulatory, non-
enforcement -minded day and age, misrepresenta-
tion and abuse of the Commission's processes
remain among the most serious charges that can
be leveled against an applicant or licensee. Fur-
ther, if the Commission concludes that misrep-
resentation or abuse of process has occurred, the
guilty applicant could be rendered unqualified to
own any broadcast facility. Also, intentional false
certification is a federal criminal offense, the pun-
ishment for which is a $10,000 fine and/or five
years' imprisonment. This is, therefore, some-
thing which should not be fooled around with.

If you have any applications on file in which you
have made a financial certification, you should be
sure to review that certification (and the basis for
it) with your communications counsel, to ensure
that adequate justification for the certification ex-
ists. If it does not, you may have to take appropri-
ate corrective steps immediately in order to avoid
any adverse conclusion in the event your applica-
tion is selected for a spot check.

In this last respect the Commission is less than
clear relative to what, if any, steps can be taken
now to correct a financial certification that, at the
time it was made, lacked adequate justification.
As a theoretical matter, an applicant who certi-
fied on the basis of inadequate justification could
never correct the potential misrepresentation
problem because, even if the applicant did man-
age to shore up its finances after the fact, it still
technically filed a false certification. The Com-
mission has made clear that false certifications
are, in its view, misrepresentations.

The trouble is that, in its announcement of the
random spot check procedures, the Commission
states that, under the certification process, "appli-
cants are spared the time and effort necessary to
prepare and submit the documentation previously
required to demonstrate their qualifications."
This in effect says that the Commission may not
have expected its applicants to "prepare ... the
documentation" in order to justify a financial
certification. If that is what the Commission actu-
ally believes, then it would theoretically be possi-
ble for an applicant to obtain documentation now
in order to shore up a previously filed, inade-
quately justified certification.

While it remains to be seen how the Commis-
sion and its processing staff will deal with this
question, it is reasonable to assume that a central
focus of their review will be the applicant's actual
efforts-independent of the availability (or lack
thereof) of documentation-to establish its finan-
cial qualifications at the time it prepared its
application. In other words, if the applicant sim-

ply checked "yes" in the financial certification
boxes without giving any thought to how to fi-
nance its proposal, that applicant will likely have
substantial difficulty if its application is ran-
domly selected for checking, even if it can now
secure some adequate form of documentation. On
the other hand, if an applicant can prove that it
did in fact meet with financial backers and did in
fact make arrangements for funding when it first
applied, the Commission may be willing to accept
the certification even if the applicant did not have
documentation of its efforts prepared at the time
that its application was filed.

The new random spot checking approach is
clearly a departure from the deregulated stream-
lined processes which the Commission has been
working to develop. It is, however, a necessary ap-
proach if the Commission intends to continue to
require that its applicants be financially
qualified.

Revised licensing
On a marginally related note, the Commission

also announced in March that it is now prepared
to issue its revised Ownership Report form for
commercial licensees. If you are a commercial li-
censee, you should have received your copy of the
form by now; if you have not, you should contact
your communications counsel. The Commission
has long required broadcasters to provide it with
information concerning their ownership struc-
ture. This information was generally submitted
on formal Ownership Reports (FCC Form 323).
Each time the information already on file
changed at all, an updated report had to be filed.
This was, in the Commission's deregulatory view,
unnecessary and accordingly, a couple of years
ago, it reduced the filing requirement substan-
tially. Under the modified requirement, owner-
ship reports need only be filed once annually (on
the anniversary of the filing of the station's li-
cense renewal application). Licensees that are
sole proprietorships or partnerships composed en-
tirely of natural persons are exempted from even
the annual filing requirement.

The modified Ownership Report filing require-
ment has not previously been implemented,
though, because at the time that it was adopted
the Commission also decided to revise the Owner-
ship Report form to include various changes in
Commission rules and policies. The revised ver-
sion of the form required approval of the Office of
Management and Budget, and that approval was
a long time in coming.

In order to bring the Commission up to date on
ownership changes that have occurred since the
last reports were filed several years ago, all non-
exempt commercial licensees are being required
to file a Revised Ownership Report form on or
before August 3, 1987. Then, starting next Febru-
ary 1, the annual reporting system will kick in,
with each nonexempt licensee filing a revised re-
port on the anniversary of its application. BM/E
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MULTIPLE CAMERAS.
ONE OPERATOR.

Impossible? Not if your cameras are mounted on EPO
Servo -Controlled pan and tilt heads. These extraordi-
nary, labor-saving devices, which first found favor in
legislatures where remote -controlled, unobtrusive
coverage was a key factor, are now the basis for
complete remote -controlled news studios.

Just look at these outstanding features:
 Up to 500 preprogrammed positions per camera,

including control of iris and black levels

 Programmable fade modes thct provide smooth
transition from preprogrammed shots

 Ability to zoom and focus

 Unobtrusive
 Can be operated via telephone lines or microwave in

a remote studio away from the main studio location

 wide range of pan and tilt heads, for full studio
cameras with teleprompters to ENG type cameras

 Wide range of control options, from panels
with multiple -shot memories to simple joy
stick remote controls.

It's flexible, affordable-and it's sold and
serviced exclusively in the U.S.A. by A.F. Associates.

THE RADAMEC EPO REMOTE CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS
Your news show's bottom line will never look so good.

APA
A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
100 STONEHURST COURT NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201) 7671000
10650 SCRIPPS RANCH BLVD SUITE 200 SAN DIEGO CA (619)530-2970
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THE FURTHER WE GO,
THE FURTHER YOU GO.

At Thomson-CSF we've been pioneers
in developing the use of high -power
tetrodes in transmitters for more than
70 years.

Over the years we've stayed ahead with
such developments as Pyrobloc® grids and
the Hypervapotron® cooling system.

We offer: A complete line of tubes for
radio broadcasting applications from FM to
the most powerful SW
and LW transmitters -
the quality of our 500-
600 kW tubes has been
amply demonstrated in
15 years of service in
over forty transmitters
worldwide.

A complete line of power grid tubes
and their associated cavities for UHF/VHF
TV transmitters. Thanks to their efficiency,
reliability and tight tolerances, systems
makers can offer their customers sub-
stantially more cost-effective products.

High power
radio broad-
casting
tetrodes up to
1.2 MW.

UHF and
VHF
tetrodes
up to
50 kW.
FM
tetrodes
up to
100 kW.

Matched
cavities for
best results.

Earth station tubes up to 18 GHz
(1.5 kW) or to 3.35 kW (6 GHz)

High efficiencyspace
TWTs (including
50 W and 100 W Ku -
band for next genera-
tion DBS Satellites).

1110111i

A complete line of klystrons and TWTs
for ground stations and space TWTs for
direct broadcasting satellites (DBS) designed
to last for at least a decade.

And we also produce high -resolution
image pick-up tubes and devices (CCDs),
and high -luminosity CRTs for top range
professional applications.

In radio and television, telecommunica-
tions, military and civil aviation, as well as
in a wide range of scientific and medical
applications,Thomson-CSF lmow-how gets
your systems moving. Fast.
The world's most powerful tubes for radio
and TV broadcasting.

THOMSON -CSF
ELECTRON TUBES

THOMSON ELECTRON TUBES

AND DEVICES CORPORATION

550 Mount Pleasant Avenue
P.O. Box 6500
DOVER, NEW JERSEY 07801.
Tel.: (2011328-1400. TWX: 710987 7901.
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Leader Generates
MTS Gear
Leader Instruments Corp. has introduced a new
low-cost high-performance MTS signal generator,
the LMS-238, that is designed to complement the
firm's laboratory -grade LMS-237 MTS generator.

On -screen displays (L + R, L, R, L -R) indicate
the selected mode of stereo or mono operation.
Composite stereo and SAP outputs at baseband,
SIF (4.5 MHz), VIF (45.75 MHz), Channel 3, and
Channel 4 allow the technician to pinpoint the
area of malfunction. Four selectable internal
modulation frequencies (300 Hz, and 1, 3, and 8
kHz) at 14 percent modulation are provided as
well.

The LMS-238 provides the necessary signals for
test and alignment of both stereo and SAP
decoders.
Circle #200 on Reader Service Card.

Shure Headset Mic Debuts
A new head -worn condenser mic, the SM15, has
been announced by Shure Bros. Inc. Designed to
incorporate the performance characteristics of a
handheld mic with the convenience of a head -
worn format, the SM15 features a brand-new uni-
directional electret condenser cartridge.

The mic delivers a smooth frequency response
(50 to 15,000 Hz) with a full "fat" low end. Sound
pressure capacity is 141 dB, eliminating over-
loads in even the most extreme performance

conditions.
The headset chassis features a new double -

braced headband with special grip pads to adjust
the fit without dislodging the mic itself. In addi-
tion, the unit can be adapted to the Shure Wire-
less Microphone System. List price is $275.
Circle #201 on Reader Service Card.

Vicon Intros Pan and Tilt
Vicon Industries Inc. has introduced the
LV3530BPT broadcast -quality high -velocity
servo positioner. The unit's features include a 60 -
pound load rating, infinitely variable pan and tilt
speeds over a 12:1 range, continuously variable
1.2- to 15-degrees/second pan speed, and a 2.0- to
24-degrees/second tilt speed.

A newly developed zero -backlash differential
planetary gear output positions the load across
three independent precision gears (as opposed to a
single gear), which cuts down on drive wear and
tear.

The V3530BPT drive system, designed for stu-
dio -silent operation, features a totally enclosed
housing assembly, which captures air -borne
noise; sound -dampened azimuth and elevation
motors; and hum -free gears and motors.
Circle #203 on Reader Service Card.

LIGH TING
Call ESV now
for the
brightest ideas
and the
lowest prices

Lamps up to 55% off list,
lighting supplies and
fixtures at discount prices
Studio  Stage  Projection
GE  Sylvania  USHIO  Phillips
Osram  Thorn  Wiko
Phone or mail in business card for FREE quarterly
newsletter with money -saving tips on lighting.

ESV, Inc.
525 Court Street
Pekin, IL 61554ESV

800-432-6411 (Illinois, 309/347-6685)

Circle 150 on Reader Service Card
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Solid State Logic
is seeking an experienced

BROADCAST
SALESPERSON
to join our growing West Coast operation

With the introduction of the SL5000M
Series Audio Production System Solid
State Logic requires an additional
salesperson to cover the West Coast
Broadcast Market.

This position involves direct sales and
working with prospective broadcast
clients to help translate their audio system
requirements into specifications for
production.

Applicants should have in-depth
knowledge of broadcast audio practices
and should have had technical or
operational experience. Applicants with
previous sales experience are preferred.

Please apply in writing, detailing your
career experience to:

Andy Wild, Solid State Logic, 6255 Sunset

Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90028.

All enquiries will be handled confidentially.
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CHYRO\ IV and CHYRON's SCRIBE

Today 's Graphics and
Text Generators for the

Next Generation!
In our fast -paced technology, helping professionals
project the ultimate video image is CHYRON's constant
goal...and CHYRON's repeated achievement. This
requires the advanced expertise to innovate in systems
and products-plus the resources to innovate con-
tinuously, to deliver the best in equipment today, and to
enhance it with the breakthroughs of tomorrow, next year,
and the next generation. That's why, in a world of studios,
the name CHYRON s a "househod" word.

Not a facet
in sight

The photographs shown are unretouched

CHYRON IV. The First Graphics Generator
with Motion. Electronic magic enhances CHYRON
A/ again! Now, with this industry pacesetter, you can
create and screen sparkling animation, multi -color
characters, independent background graphics,
special effects and more-all with ultra -high
resolution. First from CHYRON of course.

SCRIBE, The Ultimate Text Generator. Another
"first!" CHYRON's SCRIBE unites the operating/
chromatic capabilities of the character generator
with the high resolution of a virtually unlimited range
of typographic images and styles formerly confined
to print media. SCRIBE text generates new
potentials in creativity and performance.

For all the facts on CHYRON IV, CHYRON's SCRIBE, or both-call CHYRON today.

The Breakthroughs of Tomorrow...Today.
YS TEMS

A MEMBER OF THE CHYPON GROUP

265 Spagnoli Road, Melville, NY 11747  516-845-2020  Telex: 144522 CHYRON MELV
West Coast: 20469 E. Valley Blvd., City of Walnut, CA 91789  818-842-3244

Chyron (U.K.) Limited, Dancon House North Circular Road, Stonebridge Park, London NW107SS  Tel: (44-1) 965-6599
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